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UNH students .mobilize 
at D.C. pro-choice rally 
Join over ·150,000 for peaceful protest · 
'' - . - ·( ' 
By Stacy Grugnale 
Over 1 OQ UNH students uterus is not 3: national re-
travelled from Durham to source," and "If men became 
Washington D.C. this past pregnant, abortion would be a ' 
Sunday to protest for the . sacrament." Other items had 
· "mobilization of women's lives" creative and sometimes graphic 
at the pro-choice rally in front · sayings. . 
of the Lincoln Memorial. Ma,ny supporters · ex-
According to Bethany pressed anger · at President 
Grob; co-founder of UNH's Bush for his stand against 
Students for Choice, some abortion and choice. 
student supporters endured a Some carried signs read-' 
"hellish" 10 hour trip by bus, ing -"Women are being Bush~ 
while others drove down on whacked," "Bush's mother had 
their own.- no choice" and "Abort Bush for 
"The bus ri4e was bad," second term." At one point, the 
said Grob. "It took over 1 O· people chanted, · "George says 
hours to get here and we got no choice, . we say no George." 
lost three times;" . Abortion was called the 
UNH junior Danielle "political issue of the '90s~ by 
Rhea1,1lt agreed. ..It was aw- many of the spe1akers who 
ful,"shesaid, "butitwasworth stressed the importance of 
it." voting for pro-choice political 
According to US Park candidates. 
Service police, the crowd of At Yard's request the pro-
protestors was estimated at testers stood and took the fol-
ens of thousands jammed the .area be1~we:en the Lincoln Memorial and the Washington 150,000. ,lowing feminist voters pledg
e: 
onument to voice their support for choice. (Michelle Adam, photo.) · Women, men, senior citi- "I pledge -not to vote for n
or 
. zens and children of all ages, support with mymoneyortitne 
HOiocaust survivor relates horror manydressedinpurple(sym- any candidate for any office 
. , bolic of women's iig4ts) and who doesn't sµpport or work 
. of 't'l ,:orld W:a II - t t· ' :µiost waving banners and for 'women's equality and the - . ~v.~ -, _ ,·,. ~ _ · r ... -~- concep· .ra ,~Qll Gff,mp______ sigi;i~.ins~pport9_fpro-choice, rjght to safe, legal, and acces·-
By John"Doherty · - . · _i · '. · · ·· .1 • · · . c1;owded infrontoftheth1coln · s'ible abortions." 
~-If we are going to confront 
genocide, ' then we· need to 
confront not just the perpetra-
;· tors and the Victims, but the 
_ 'by..:s.ta,nders as well. That's · 
why I am·. here today." 
So spoke Sonja Weitz, a 
Jewish survivor of the Nazi 
Holocaust who.related her tale 
to a packed audience in the 
-Strafford Room last night. 
Weitz grew up in Krakow, 
Poland. When the Germans 
invaded Poland in 1939, ·· she · 
and her family were herded 
into the J:ewish ghettos and 
then to concentration camps. 
Weitz and her sister both · 
survived five different camps · 
over a six year period. 
Weitz . ~as · s~ yea~ old 
when she entered the concen-
tration cqlllps. 
. "Of a family of 84, ." said 
Weitz, "we were the only survi- -
vors." -
Weitz made a pilgrimage to 
~uschwitz three years ag_o with . 
Boston Cardinal Law. Through 
a recounting of that pilgrimage 
she narrated the events of the 
holocaust and her memones of 
the camps. 
"My people came to a world 
of torture and death," explained 
Weitz. "NQt all victims were. 
Jewish, but all Jewish were 
vict~s. We, the survivors, are 
the only credible link between 
this world and that one." 
, Weitz opened her speech 
with poetry, something she 
would return to often through-
out the evening. 
"To preseive some sanity,~ 
at least for myself, I confront 
only thos~ things I am able to. 
Sometimes when it is too pain-
ful, I · find it easier to reacf a 
poem." 
Her poems related the 
loneliness and agony of life _in 
·the camps. At times they re-
flected the frustration Weitz felt 
towards the outside world. 
"What I am saying with my 
poetryis that normal standards 
do not apply to the HolocausL 
It is an unprecedented horror . 
Words like cold and hungry dp 
not grasp the feeling of a week 
long 'Death March' through the 
·snow." · 
·Weitz said the trip back to 
Auschwitz was something she_ 
was reluc.tant to do, something 
that was very painful. 
"Someone said that it takes 
40 years for memory to fade. 
· Not for me. My memories and 
nightmares have never· been 
more vivid," said Weitz. · 
Tpe Polish underground 
and other resistance move-· 
ments should never be forgot-
ten, said Weitz. ' · 
"You do not. hear much 
about those groups, because 
so few (of their members) ~ur-
vjved.~ said Weitz __ -
The camps were dehu-
manizing for Weitz. She re-
lated a tale where she was 
working along~ide her sister, a 
friend arid the friends' mother. 
A German officer shot the_ 
mother for no reason. 
"We did not even r~act," -
claimed Weitz. "We were so 
dehumanized. We just contin-
ued to work steadily and rhyth.:. 
mically, lest we be shot." · · ' 
There was a pecking order 
. inside the camps, added Weitz. 
Political prisoners, homosexu- Memorial and stretched as far ; Although sometimes very 
al~. Gypsies and handicapped backastheWashingtonMonu- ·· vocal, the pro-choice denion-
peoplewere all considered sub- · ment. stration was peaceful, accord-
human, but nonetheless above . "It's amazing," said Alison ing to rally officials. -
the Jewish prisoners. DugaS, a senior at UNH. "I Pro-life supporters, how-
Jewish prisoners were of- expected that there would be ever didn't ·stay away when 
te:µ subject to arbitrary abuse. mostly students here, but darkness approached. 
"There was one commander there are old people_, young On the Ellipse across from 
who had three big dogs and people,. males. · · all kinds of the White House, pro-lifers held 
,, be~d turn · them loo~e on the people." '- · · _a small, silent demonstration. 
Jewish prisoners. He'd watch Therallybega~at12noon 4,400 tiny crosses and stars of 
the d9gs tear them apart just and lasted until after dark with David stood on the field irt rep-
. for the fun ofit," said Weitz. pro-choice,supporters chant- ' resentationoftfiechildrenthat 
Guards would sometimes · ·' ing _ and cheering on various diedinabortionchambers•since 
make groups of five prisoners speakers and pro-choice poll- 1_973, according · to ·a sign . in 
remain standing for 18 hours. ticians. · front of the demonstration. 
"We learned how to stand Besides.wearingsigns, the At the same ·ume, pro-
holding each other up," said protesters were decked out in choice .supporters gathered at 
Weitz," because if you fainted buttonS, sashes, and other a 111emorial dedicated to all of 
they killed you." P,ro-choice paraphernalia. the -women that have died of 
Prisoners were further de- There were slogans on many illegal abortions. 
humanized by losing anything ofthebuttonsandsigns. Some According to Yard, 200,000 , 
that,-was dear to them. read, 1'oto, I don't think we're women died eve:ry year befo~e· 
in America anymore," "My 
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' By Eileen McEleney 
The graveyards arid epi- plained how men and women 
. taphs of Southern New Hamp- were ·placed ir;i family cemeter- . 
shire are folklore art used to ies planned to reflect the struc-
isolate communities, religions, tureofthehouse. Women where 
gender, and to reflect tradi- buriedwherethekitchenwould 
tional values, said English Pro- be, and men in the living room. 
Jessor Da'Vid Watters. According ,to Watters, the 
. In his presentation to the graveyards had fences or gra,n-
audience of the Brown Bag se- ite boundaries to separate fam-
rles in the Univ~rsity Art Gal- ily from · family and the living 
lei:ylastTh~ay, Watterssaid from the .. house of the dead." 
· the etchings on the stones also Boundaries were also used 
reflect gender differences. to isolate commuriity from 
There· is a cemetery in community, said Watters. To 
Pennsylvaniainwhichmenand illustrate this premise he 
women are buried at opposUe showed a slide of_ a cemetery 
ends of the ceinetei:y, said Vicki that had gigantic granite · slab 
Wright, · a former wqrker of a in front of it. The slab was 
museutn in Pennsylvania. It is engraved with the name of the 
like ·the · .. division of men and town and with hands pointing 
women in the church," said · . directions to surrounding 
Watters. towns. 
· In other instances, said The fencing or granite 
. Watters, the gravestones are boundaries go .. back to Adam 
· etehed with -the name of the and Eve," said Watters. 
· htisbahd on ·the right and Graveyards also reflect the 
' ' women . Oil' the left, like, they values and events of the con;i-
. would be positioned in a mar- munity, said Watters. For ex-
riage ceremony, said Watters. ample, some stones picture fine 
a 1qt of good stuff to be found in your local 'graveyard 
. I 
The faces that the Scotch- linen _that the community may 
Irish of Southern New Hamp- have been proud of etched in 
·shire ·carved on their stones the slate, said Watters. 
that are reflected in the grave-
sto~es. · The earthquake of 
October29, 1729, whichmeas-
ured 6.2 on the Ricpter scale, 
and ·the Great Throat Distem-
per of 1735 change9 their atti-
tudes on death. According to · 
Watters·, the communities did 
not understand how God could 
let such horrible things hap-
pen. They did not continue to 
look at death as a new life with 
God and peace. They began to 
doubt their beliefs and dis-
now," said Marianna Beckwith, · 
a: member of the Board of'lru.s-
tees for UNH. 
'depict inen'and women differ- · According to Professor 
. ently. A man's face had wings · Watters, some depictions of 
- around it, and wonian~s face . community life were not · ~o 
played their confusion and "Watters presentation was 
unhappiness with sorrowful pleasurable, he is intelligent, 
faces on the stones. well prepared, and his' back-
-was . placed· in a niche, said . favorable~ .· 
Watters. Watters said there were two . 
.. His presentation re- groundisvexyimpressive,"said · 
minded me how important and Helen Reid, the -manager Jor 
how crucial those events must the Brown Bag Series. 
Using slides .of a typical maineighteenthcentui:yevents 
home burial plot, Watters ex~ in Southern New Hampshire, 
have been for them (the com: 
munities), like AIDS is for us Ill 111 
'NATIONAL N£WS-
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. Thousands rally for 
· choice .in abortion 
. . 
WashiP,gton - In reaction to the Supreme 
Coµrt's recent ,decision on abortion rights. tens of 
t:liou~ds of demonstrators rallied in the capital 
and across the country on Sunday. At more than 
1,000events_in morethaQ 150 communities, speak- · 
e:rs urged women to use their votes to render moot 
the Supreme Court's decision last week to return 
the regulation. ~f abortion to the state lawmakers. 
· It was estimated that more than 150,000 
peqple gathered in Washington on SlUlday in front 
of the Lincoln Memorial. Different speakers re,,.. 
ferred . to the 'election of pro-choice governors in 
Virginia, New-York and New Jersey as a positive 
stgn that pro-,choicevoices are being heard. Ernesta 
Ballard·, chairwoman of the board of National 
Abortion Rights Action League, cautioned that last 
week's election returns were "just the first test. We 
have to show again. and again that our political 
muscle matches our numbers." . . ' 
Boy shot in-drug house 
Kansas City, Mo. - An II-year-old boy 
was fatally-shot after knocking on the door of a 
suspected drug house, police said. The suspect in 
custody Sunday is 14. It was not clear whether a 
, drug transaction was invplved, but the police said 
it wasn't unusual to see children in the·drug trade. 
The killing came at a time qf increased 
police concern that · a shortage of crack cocaine 
coilld spur violence. . .. Six weeks ago, when the big 
glut was on; some dope houses were selling two 
rocks for the price of one," said Sgt. Dan Mulloy of 
the street narcotics unit of the city. "'Ihe supply 
and demand situation went berserk. Everybody 
was dealing dope. Then all of a sudden, it was like 
boom. The door slammed.• ' 
Young has chance as 
gove~nor of Georgill 
. Atlanta (AP) _ - Outgoing Mayor Andrew 
Young is the early.front-runner in his campaign 
against several white opponents to become Georgia's 
first blaclt governor next year; according to a news- . 
paper poll published mi Sunday. 
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, in a 
· poll of 784 .. likely voters," said Young has 38 
percent support for next year's Democratic nomi-
nation for govemorwith 30 percent for Lt. Gov. Zell 
, Miller, a moderate white previously regarded as . 
front-runner. The remainder was scattere~ among 
other candidates with 20 percent undecided . . The 
_poll found Young, who is completing two terms as 
mayor, had a 50' percent approval rating among 
white voters. -
l\'lutated ge~es te~ted 
Chicago (AP) ~ -Researchers say they have . 
found a way to screen human eggs for abnormal 
.genes before fertili.Za:tion and may be able to use the 
technique to help prevent genetic disease. Doctors 
at the Illinois · Masonic Medical' Medical Center's 
Reproductive Genetics Institute say the procedure 
could push genetic screening back to the earliest · 
possible point, before the pregnancy even occurs, 
said a report published in the Chicago Tribune's 
· Sund.ay editions. 
· "This procedure is for couples who already 
know they're the carriers of genetic diseases, but 
won't consider an abortion," said Dr. Charles Strom, 
I \ d • 
chief of medical geneti~s. The technique hinges on, 
the discovery made by embxyologist Yury Ver-· 
lin:sky, director of the ceU genetics laboratoxy, who 
said he was able to spot mutations in human eggs 
·ready for iri vitro fertilization. 
B,RIE·FS 
\ 
U .S N-avy destroyer 
collides in Pacific . 
; j 
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii (AP) - A navy de-
stroyer ~d a 428-f~t ~erchant ship were limping 
toward Singapore today after a collision off Malay-
sia killed a Navy crewman and injured four others, 
a Navy spokesman said. It was the latest of a sertes 
of fatal accidents involving Navy ships in the past 
two weeks. 
USS Kinkaid ~as bound from the Indian 
Ocean to Singapore for a visit earlyyesterdaywhen 
, it collided with the 428-foot Singaporean tanker 
Kota Petani in the Malacca Strait, 240 miles north-
west of Singapore, said Lt. Cmdr. Bob Anderson, a 
spokesman foi- the Pacific Fleet headquarters at 
Pearl Hat bor. The pre-dawn collision tore a l 5-by-
56 foot hole above the waterline on the nght side of 
563-foot destroyer, Anderson said. 
Gregg reviews budget 
Concord, NH-GovernorJudd Gregg says 
he will not use the state's .. Rainy Day Fund" to deal 
with the state's budget crisis. At the House Appro-
. priations Committee meeting yesterday morning 
· Gregg also announced that the state needs to 
'review the second year of the two-year budget 
when making reductions in spending. _ 
Gregg told the committee it was still loo 
early t6 say if there would be layo!fs of stat~ 
employees. Any layoffs would have to have legisla-
' ' 
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. Frosh lllay · have to take proposed class 
Course would-examine study habits and college life 
By Paula St. Louis 
Freshmen entering UNH in 
1991 may have to add a man-
datory course to their list of 
graduation requirements if a 
proposal from the Student 
Senate and the Advisory Coin-
mi ttee on Violence Against 
Women (ACVAW) is approved. 
This course will cater to 
the immediate needs of new 
·~ _ freshmen, helping them in their 
adjustments to university life. 
Judy Spiller, chairperson 
of the ACVAW, said the pro-· 
posal is still in an early stage 
and a ·specific course descrip-
tion has not yet been estab-
lished. · 
Tentative ideas include 
teaching the new students good 
study habits, .introducing them 
to the university's resources 
and helping them with inter-
personal relationships in theiry 
new environment. 
nly one a plethora of pro-choice . signs a 
unday•s·rally in ~ashington D.C. (Michelle Adam, photo.) 
Student Senator Executive 
Officer Ann Marie Elek, who 
has· been working on the pro-
posal since last spring; said 
that the committee has not 
decided if the . course should 
focus . primarily on aca~emtcs 
or on interaction between s~u-
New-hotline ·connects 
calls to admiriistratio 
By Kathy Ly nch- _ 
dents. ,. 
"The idea for a freshmen-
oniy course came out of the 
1988 -Student Body Presiden- Weill said the present 
tial Campaign. After the group working on the proP,Os~ 
campaign, members of the will form a subcommittee to 
Hammond Administration decide the exact curriculum. 
began wor~ng on a formal The subcommittee will be 
proposal, .. said Steve Roderick, composed of about nine mem-
former Student Senate Execu- hers, three of whom will be 
' tive Officer. students, Elek said. -
Alex Weill worked on the The subcomml'ttee will 
idea last year · and said they · assemble a panel of experts on 
finished the spring · semester · health, advising relationships 
witb a proposal theyw:ere sat- and other ·fields to "sit 'down 
isfled with. andactuallycomeupwithwhat 
"We left in the spring with is going to · be taught," said 
a good feeling about the course Weill. 
only to return this fall and find Spiller said most schools 
a totally different course pro- thatliaveasimilarcourse·m~ 
posal, .. said Roderick. "I feel it mandatory for freshmen .. She 
very betrayed by the advisory said the course would either be 
comittee. .. · pass/failfoi-one creditor pass/ 
"Itisjustanotheropportu- fail for no credit. · 
nity for . the administration to Elek said 10 six-week ses-
. take a goqd student idea and sions of the course will run in 
ruin it, "added Roderick. the spring semeste,r of 1991 
Elek said the 7th draft of 
. the proposal will be pre~ented 
to Vice President of Academic 
Affairs Walter Eggers within the 
next two weeks. 
Spiller said they will then 
try to build support for: the 
,coui;-se among faculty and ~taff 
members· and · students. She 
said the next yea::r and a half 
will be &pent working on de-
tails of the course's content. 
and the program will open· to . 
all incoming fres4men in fall 
1991. . . 
Elek said she would like to 
see the proposal come back 
through . the Student Senate 
once it is passed "to make sure 
that everyoQe.still supports us, 
"she said. · 
"I'm ju.st :really anxious to 
see this course happen, .. . Elek . 
said. . . 
bow·~~;~~':'!/=;!' . for ~=wt:1~~-;:,:::~~ . UNH hosts. NH . Speaker Scam.man_, 
If you I do, dial 862-4 700 c~lty contacting the, correct 
. -
and. share them with UNH's . member of the Administration ' By Tr,.acy Henzel . 
new Administration Service to convey their c<;>ncems to. Speaker of the New Hamp-
Line. · The Administration Service shire State Legislature,: Dotig 
The hot-line is actually a Line will also enable ijiose who Scamman, spoke to students 
pre-recorded message by-Ex- prefer not · to write letters or about his plans to run for the 
ecutive ·vice President Gus who want an · immediate re- Republican nomjnee for Con-
Kinnear, who designed it, ask- sponse, to express themselves. · gress, last Thursday night' in 
ing for any concerns, queS-' Kinnear said he had previ- the MU:B~ 
tlons or ideas on how services ouslybeenreceivingphone calls Scamman, who has been 
may be improved at UNH. at his home from fru~trated politically involyed for the past 
, Kinnear asks the caller to individuals who didn't know eight years, is running on· a 
leave a message along with his who to call or how td, reach platform of the American qefJ,..: 
or her name and number so . them. cit, American businesse.s. and '. 
that he may return the call , The sen1ce line, or hot- drug control. 
. personally. If the caller chooses line,wentinto effect November He felt that since there is 
toremainanonymousKinnear 1st and is on a 90-day trial no single solution, the Ameri-
will still listen to the message period. It is available 24 hours cari people must wo;rk in con-
and consider its content. a day seven d~ys a week. junction with their businesses 
According to Kinnear, the "All the ideas and sugges.: and schools., through educa:.. 
hot-line was developed in or- lions that have come in so far · tion. to solve the nation's prob-
der to provide an alternative have been gc;>od _ ones," said lems. 
way for people to get in touch Kinnear. "I'm a firm believer of get-
with the administration. ting an edµcation program 
going that will help us in edu-
catingpeopie." said Scamman .. 
Scaniman's two very press-
ing local issues were the Chap-
ter 11 proceedings with the 
;I;lublic Sen1ce CompanyofNew . 
· Hampshire -and the shortfall of 
revenue from ,the state. 
Not being iri favor of ;"~ 
creased spending at either the 
federal or state level, Scam- _ 
m~ admitted to trying reduce 
within our own means. 
He wanted the state to seek 
ways of meeting revenue short-
fall without raising taxes. 
"There's always room to 
reduce a budget if you're -will-
ing to put the time in and try to 
balance the needs, .. he said. 
Students had mixed reac-
tions about Scamman's ideas. 
Kevin Page,· in charge p f 
t1ie ' publi~ relations facef :of 
Ul;ill's College Republicans, 
f~lt Scaqiinari · \vould have 
problems with his plan to save 
money. . 
"I think he's going to have-
a tough time restructuring .. -
spen_ding ·at the federa). level 
. because spepding is more con-
voluted at the -federal levei," 
said Page. · . ' : · · 
. Matt Mayberry! 'also , a 
member of the College·Repub-
licans, felt _ more coµiplacent 
with the fact that 'Scaniman 
· was willing to speak. · . ~ _ 
"I thinkit's ·great that can-
didates for publi~ offi~e ·ar~ 
willing to come to UNH to talk · 
SCAMMAN. PAGE 13 
Communicatiop. majors ,·: 
nlld recent improvement 
By Alyssa De Vito ,. · , __ 
, _ Communication majors at . "Three or four years ago it 
· UNH today find that declaring was difficult for majors to get 
-the actual major is one of hard.,.. their courses. Yet there has 
est tasks on the roaq to gradu- been a significant increase in 
ation. No longer is there beg- _ the number of cou rses," said ' 
ging to get ~nto overcrowded Montgomery. -
courses. "We have also limited the 
The communication de-- · number of _students in the 
partment has renovated itself. major . · There are now 400 
Many significant improve- majors , which is down from 
ments have been ·implemented 600. It's more difficult to get . 
to offer a "quality major for into the major. There is much 
students which we could seiv- better setvice fo the majors - it 
ice," said Barbara Montgom.: 'is 100% improved." ·_ _ . . . 
ery, , associate professor and 1. According to ¥~*tgomery, 
chair in the ·communication· . . · ., · ,, · · ·, - · ' . · ' 
department. ClWN. PAGE ~5 
' ... __ .... _., ;_.' 
-The wall. breaks down 
West Bertin - The Potsdam Square was. 
the Times Square ofBerlin before the East Gennans 
erected the wall in 1961. It was the geographic and 
· commercial center of the city. At 8:00 a.m. on 
Sunday the un.armed · border guards at Potsdam 
Square stood by as thousands of East Germans 
passed over to the other side of the };3erlin Wall. No 
opening was more symbolic to Berliners. 
More than 2,000 West Germans who had 
gathered -all night on their side of the wall at 
-Potsdam Square cheered· and waved champagne 
· bottles as the East Germans canie acre>,ss. Some 
800,000 East Germans were thought to have visited 
West Berlin on Sunday. East German television 
reported on Sunday that 4 million visas had been 
issued to East Germans since the border was 
opened on Thursday. 4,950 East Germans have 
applied to stay iri West Berlin since 11 p.m. · 
Thursday. 
··Leftist rebels attack 
San Salvador 
San Salyador - Leftist rebels launched a 
major~ offensive Saturday against Salvadoran 
gov~mmenftargets. By Sunday it was reported 
that hundreds of people. we:re1 dead or wounded, 
· making the attack one of the worst urban fighting 
in 10 years of civil war. 
President Alfredo Cristiani was among the · · 
several top government officials whose homes were 
attacked by the guerillas. He escaped injµry. 
Sources close to the military said that 1,000 guerilla 
. fighters were taking part in wide-ranging attacks, 
/ · whi~h ringed the capital. The guerillas announced 
: a transpo_rtatlon stoppage beginning Sunday night, 
and said that any vehicles found on the road would 
be destroyed . . 
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. Students and labor 
activists fight police/ 
. Seoul (AP) - Thousands of students and' 
labor activists fought riot police w1th firebombs and 
rocks Sunday in the country's three largest cities. 
Police said that they arrested about 600 people in ·· 
Seoul. · 
• _ The street battlfs in. Seoul followed a two-
hourrally, in which 3,000 students andlabor actlvists 
- called for the overthrow of the government of President 
Roh Tae Woo and revision oflaws they argue restrict 
labor rnovemen t. 
Mosle·m Clerics refuse 
' . . 
to disarm in Lebanon 
Beirut - Radical Moslem clerics vowed 
Sunday that they would not disarm their militia 
under an internationally backed plan to end 14 
years of civil war in Lebanon. "We will continue to 
bear arms," declared -Sheik Hussein Ghobris, one of . 
' the 24 clergymen . .attending a display of militaiy • 
force by 1,000 militants of the pro-Iranian Hezbolla4, ' 
or Party of God. -
The newly elected President R~ne Moawad 
has made · efforts to draw leaders of the major 
miljtias into a national unity government. the 
spiritual leader of Lebanon's largest Christian 
community has also appealed for unity. "We call on 
our Lebanese brothers and sons to face the current 
en.sis With clear minds and good Will and join hands 
in working for the benefit of the nation because it is ' 
above all interests," said the Maronite patriarch, 
Nasrallah Butros Sfeir. 







· threaten elections 
Lima, Peru - Maoist guerillas tried to 
disrupt last Sunday's elections· in Lima by killing. 
a cartdidate and blowing. up a church and school. 
Thousands of Peruvians defied the th.reats and 
voted in the mayoral elections. The mayoral 
election in Lima has always been considered a key 
reflector of political · strength and separate exit 
polls by television Channels 4 and 5 in Lima late 
Sunday projected that televisiop. Ricardo Belmont . 
would win the race. · 
One of the candidates, Mario Vargas Llosa, 
of the center-right coalition, called Sunday's vote 
"veiy important to the future of our country ... to 
demonstrate that Peruvians do not fear the 
extremist minority that want to destroy our 
democracy." Soldiers armed with assault rifles 
patrolled the streets an·d provided heavy security 
at the polls. 
Suspected Pro.-Israeli 
·Palestip1art hariged 
Jerusalem (AP) - Palestinians hanged a 
suspected pro-Israeli collaborator from · a lan;i.p 
po~t in a Gaza Strip refugee c~p Sunday a~d 
fatally stabbed anoth~r suspected collaborator in 
· the West Bank, !esidents said. · 
Meanwhile Sunday the government 
approved -the establishment of aJ ewish settlement 
in the occupied Gaza Strip, Israel nidio said. The 
United States and European nations oppose new 
settlements in the occupied lands, saying they are 
an obstacle to peace. The approval came three 
days bef9re.,Prime Minister Yitz1'ak. Shamir visits 
Washington. ,v 
LEAVE THE PACK BEHIND 
For more inf orma.tion on How to Quit 
come to the MUB Thursdqy: 
* Free Survival Kit 
* Register for a Smoke Cessation Clinic -
* Tons of lnfo[mation!· · 
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. Team set to ·rescue . Whales 
By Kristine Grange 
UNH · will harbor its own was taught by representative~ 
Marine Mammal Stranding , from the New England Aquar-
Team with approximately so· ium, Ce~ter for Coastal Stud-
studen ts who succes.sfully . ies, International Wildlife Coa-
. ·completed a Marine Mammal lition, International Fund for 
StrandihgclassinCapeCodon Animal Welfare and various 
November 4th. other organizations. 
The UNH Stranding Team, The New England Aquar-
: organized by students Liz ium certifies all stranding 
Young and.· Brian Nelson, will groups between t:he Rhode· Is-
be certified to help during fand and Canadian border. 
marine mammal strandings. One of the main speakers 
Calenddr 
TUESDAY,NOVEMBER14 
ASIAN S1UDIES SEMINAR - Yutaka Yamclll1oto; Dept. of 
Philosophy, "A Morality Based on Trust: Some Reflections on 
Japanese Morality." Hillsboro~gh Room, MUB, ,12:30-p.m. 
· X-COUNTRY SKI CLINIC - Bill Kimball, Assistant UNH X-
Country Ski Team Coach will present information on types of 
skis, waxing procedures, physical training and more. Sullivan 
Room, MUB, 7-9 p.m., free to NHOC members with membership . 
cards and $1 non-members. . 
· This team will be_an impor- · iri. this class was Grtg Early of 
tant resource since the New the New England Aquarium. 
England Aquarium and the Early stressed thatthere is 
TALK- "The Eastern Airline Strike." A rep from International 
, . ,.-,, ... ,,,,,,,,,.,,. .. ,. ,.. _. Association of Machinists speaking on the largest national 
· International Wildlife Coalition no set procedure for,Wha,t to do 
were previously responsible for when an animal comes to shore, 
strtmdings from Rhode Island · and that each time there is a 
, to the Canadian border. UNH's stranding it is a new challenge 
· team can now respond quickly with new things to learn.. Liz Young. Stranding Team 
to strandings in this area. 'Early said that while they organizer (Parnham, photo:) 
The team .hopes to obtain do need people with "strong · ield said that Early also em-
beepers or an answering ma- backs" to lift these animals, · phasized the need to remain 
chine to respond to calls from the stranding team also re- emotionally detached · from 
the Coast Guard, - the New quires that people "take care of these animals. 
1 
· England Aquarium or the po- themselves" and · be able . to "You may be helping a 
lice concerning st;randings. _ understand the stranding whale for hours and then one 
The UNH Team will be · team's approach and :qeed for · of the leaders will have to kill it 
divided into subgr<>upsand will safety. because the whale just won't 
- rotate th~ responsibility of Young and Nelson related make it;" .said Schofield. 
·responding to strandings. incidences described by Early According to Schofield, the · 
Under the Marine Mam- in which a whale's tail struck a teachers at Cape Cod trained 
mal Protection Act, it is illegal _ bystander, causing him . to be them primarily for stranded . 
to touch any mammals unless thrown ~bout four feet in the pilot whales. ' · 
' they are str,anded, at which air. · They.attributed such oc- Eady is tentatively sched~ 
:Point only those who are certi- c\lrrences a·s .. reasons why uled to c;ome to UNHthis spring 
: fled can help the mammal. untrained people should stay to give a class on stranded seals; 
. . Students were able to · away from stranded animals. the· mammals that the UNH 
-obtain certification through this UNH student Laura Schof- StrandingTeam will most likely 
·dass at Cape Cod . . The class save. 
:; POlioe , arrest pot possesser 
.By Tam:my: Annis 
·" · Mark J. Delille, ji, of 5 
Dennison Road Apt. N7, was 
J1rrested Friday night by Dur-
;,ham Police. He is charged with 
/ possession of marijuana; pos-
_session of prescription drugs, 
and resisting arre~t. _ The UNH 
senior was releal?ed on $1 ooo 
. personal recognizance and is 
·due to be arraigned in Durham 
District Court on November 28. 
A Durham poH~e spokes-
man said- they are unable to _ 
release any further informa-
SHORT OF 
CASH? 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
· NEEDS A 1YPIST: 
MUST BE AVAILABLE 
FROM 11'AMTO 2 PM MON-
DAYS AND IBURSDAYS. 
APPLY IN ROOM 151 
OFIBEMUB. 
tioffa~ut the case at this time. 
UNH senior Jeffrey Swift, 
21,. was arrested Friday on a 
criminal trespass violation and 
res.isting arrest. He was re- · 
leased by Durham Police mi 
$500 ·personal recognizance · 
and is due to be arraigned 
November 28 in · Durham Dis-
trict Court. 
Richard M. Willey, 22, was 
arrestecl by Durham Police on 
Thursday for disorderly con-
NEED TO GETA 
duct. He 'was released on· a 
hand citation and is due to be 
arraigned in Durham District 
Court on November 28th. 
Arrested on alcohol viola-
tions were Timothy J. Vetrano, 
20, and Mark ·Maloney, 31. 
Vetrano,' a UNH junior, was 
arrested for unlawful posses-
sion of alcohol, while Maloney 
was charged . with prohibited. 
sales. Both are scheduled to be 
arraigned in; Durham District 
Court on N9vember '28th. 
. MESSAGE OUT TO 
THE.UNH 
COMMUNITY? 
well; The New- Hampshire 
is the best place to s~art! 
F5SiJ -- For advertising info: 
(603) 862-1323 Q~~;;; Room 110B 
Memorial Union 
Building 
Durham, NH 03824 
NH INIERNATIONAL SEMINAR - "Wanted - New American 
Policy in the Pacific," Bernard Gordon, UNH. Alumni Center, 3:45 
'p.m. Informati~n: 862-2398. · 
GOURMET DINNER - Granite St:.;tte Room, MUB, '6:30 p.m. 
LEOTURE - US Rep Tom Lantos (D-Ca), discussing his role as 
Chairman of House Subcommittee investigating the Housing & 
Urban Development -scandal, and current legislation being 
discussed in Washington. Carroll Belknap Room, MUB, 7:30 
p.m. 
UNIVERSI1Y 'FHEATER - "The Orestia." Johnson Theater, 8 
p.m. 
strike since the end of WWII. Coos Room, MUB, 7 p.m. · 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEM.BER 15 
PRESENTATION~ "Diversity at UNH," Dr. C. Patricia H:anley, 
UNH Counseling Center, will help us take a look at diversity on 
campus. Hills6_orough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to noon. 
RSVP Housing and Conference Office, 862-2 ~ 20. · 
UNIVERSI1Y THEATER - "The Orsetia." Johnson Theater, _ 
10:30 a._m. and 7 p.m. 
WOMEN'S S1UDIES BAG LUNCH - Informal- discussions. 
Hillsborough Room, MUB, noon to I p.m. 
ARf GALLERIES LEC1URE _:_ "Handing It Down: Fcimilies & 
the 1radition," Linda Morley; Assoc., Folklore & Mythol<;>gy, 
Harvard University & Lecturer_, Dept. of Engli~h. UNH._ Rqom 
M2.23, Paul Arts, 4 p.m. · · 
RUSSIAN ·FILM SERIES - "Remember Your Name .. " Richards 
Auqitorium, Murkland, 4 p.m., $1 donation. · ' · · 
./ 
PRESENTATION - "CrossdressingT Transexualism. ~ .Open 
discussion .. Sponsored by Undergradu~t~ I>~ychology 
'organization. Room ·1c>1, Conap.~ •. 6 p.ni. . . , .. 
\ ,.. . 
.. 
. FRENCH IB~TURE/ FIL~ SERI~~:- ~~ ,NU}t deyare~_n~~:• 
Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1 
THURSDAY,NOVEMBER16 
UNH GROUND WATER SYMPOSIUM - "Ground Water in 
NH's Future," will unite plann~rs, goveinmen.t officials, 
legislators and researchers concerned _ about i!llproving 
management of a threatened resource. ~ew ~nglail,d Center, 
-· 9:S0 a.ril. to 5 p.m. Information:. -Lawrence Dingman, 862-
1718. ' -
ARf·GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES - Louisa Richardson · 
Fairfield & Barbara Fairfield Barss discuss woodcarving and 
needlework crafts. Paul Arts, noon. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE COOLOQUIUM _c "Prosecution of 
-Communist P~rty Leaders in the U.S.," Susan Siggelakis. 
Room 325, Horton SSC, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m . 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM- "Hydrology Symposium." 
.New England Center; 4 p.m. 
PSYCHOLOGY COLWQUIUM - Daniel Swift, University of 
Michigan, Dept.' of Psychology. (Title to be announced). Room 
101, Conant, 4 p.m. 
UNIVERSI1Y IBEATER- "The Orestia." Johnson Theater, 7 
p.m. 
MUSO FILM - 'When Hany Met Sally." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 pm. 
FRENCH LECTURE/ FILM SERIES - .. ·La Nuit de Varennes." 
~chards Auditorium, MUrldand, ~ p.m., $1 admission. 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17 
GROUND WATER SYMPOSIUM - "Ground Water in NH's 
-Future," wrap-up with Robert Varney, Commission of · NH 
Dept. of Environmental Services~ New England Center, 9 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. Info: 862-1718 
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On ·rhe Spot 
Did you· hear about the.pro-choice.rally -ill Washington D.C. this 
I \ 
~ • 
weekend ·and how do you feel about it? 
"I went to Kennebunk for the· 
rally there. I think it's great 
that so many people went, but 
I 
. it's too bad that people have.to 





'Yes, I did hear about it ar1u 1 feel 




"I heard about it only through 
the news; but nothing on cam-
pus. I feel that it is very impor- · 
tant for the people in our society 
to get . together on issues as 
important as this, and discuss 
it and debate it in order to re:-
solve it." 
Joaquin Gonzalez 






. ADOPT A · FRI END· AND 
- . . 
HELP THEM QUIT 
For more information come by the 
~ 
M-UB 10:00am - 3:30pm 
. \ 
'Yes, I heard because I was there 
and I think it's a very important 
· event and people need to stand . 
up for their right to• choose be- . 
fore that·rtghtis taken away." 
Kim Radtke 
Social Work 
Senior 1 _ '. . , JI., 
\ 
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Notices 
Beeri i~ide Tin Palace lately? Well, Holy CpwU Boy, it sure 
looks different, doesn't it?. ( :Oen. -Frazier, photo.) 
, TiU Palace updates 
its-medieval mann·er , 
• I l • ~ . C " • \ 
By N.eal McC~thy 
: Times are _a -changin' ht '. . completed before the start of , 
Durham. As we watch the ·. theschoolyear. 'l3utordinances 
university of th~ 70's and early and zoning laws caused the 
80's fade into the memories of plans to take longer than origi-
those who were here to experj~,, nally- anticipated · to pass 
ence it, so must the town through the town council. , 
ch~ge to keep _ pace with its TP's menu has remained 
progressivemovementtowards · the same throughout th~ 
th:e 90's;. -And the Tin Palace changes, seIVingaffordable fare 
(1;'P), with Us newly dressed such as hamburgers, designer 
- interior, has become a contem- chicken sandwiches, and, of 
ponny establishment. course, Karl's (made famous in 
· The first of a two part proc- Durham) 'snotties.' But with 
e~s has changed TP (as ifs its new look,, Mahoney said 
more popularly known around there's been an increase in the 
- town) from a casual dining ·amount of entree's -being 9r-
apnosphere comparable to that dered. He said this could proba-
o'r" ·a' )nedfe:val C mahor-, ·to a ' 'C bly be attributed to it's 's.pQ:lC-. 
brightei-;yetcasualabnosphere ing up.' : a 
that emanates from its new As for the new l_ounge that's 
floral wallpaper and windows - located at the front ofTP, with 
that now allow you to see what its huge glass windows, Ma-
you're eating. _ honey said that it's still pretty 
. In addition, there are new much a dining room. Most of 
eating boo9"1s, a lounge now the regulan; they. have don't go , 
located in the front of the res- · there to watch students go by, 
-~ taurant, and a renovated June- according to Mahoney. 
lion room downstairs. So if you're a refugee fr':)m 
. The second change _ will The Wildcat, you'll have to stay- -
bring the · Classic Cone ice down at the other end of the 
cream store, which is currently loop to conduct your night time 
loci:\tec;l further up the Durham , social gathertngs. -
'strip;' to a new addition which But if you're looking for an 
will most likely be added to the escape (rom the dining hall or 
front ofTP next summer. ~ your roommates macaroni 
The original plan, accord- sauteed in cheese, the Tin pa},. 
ing to Jim Mahoney, General . ace still offers a good selectimi 
Manager of TP, was · to have at affordable prices. 
, both phases of the c}:lange 
Striking Easterri.• 
eritployees. to 't<J.lk 
at UNH tonight 
CAREER 
SENIORORIENfATIONSESSION: Sponsored 
by Career Planning & Placement. Seniors! If 
you haven't yet attended an Orientation, this 
is last chance this semester. Meet deadlines 
for on-campus recruiting in February. Tues- -
day, Deceinber 5, Forum Room, Dimond Li-
brary, 4-6 p.m. 
""·GENERAL 
UNIVERSI1Y RIDE BOARD: Need a riqe? Of-
fering a ride? Check out the Ride Board at the 
-Commuter/TransferCenter,Room 136,MUB, · 
_ during the holiday season. -
M{JB MINI-COURSE INSTRUCTORS NEEDED:-- . 
_ ,For spring semester. _ New ideas welcom~ 
have fun and:eam some mo,iey tool Apply at 
Student Activities Programming, (862-1001); 
--8 a;m. - 4:30 p.m., Deadline- Decem~r 1. 
CAMPUS WIDE FOOD DRIVE: November 13-
20, Accounting Students Association -span-· 
soring food drive chal1enging all clubs and or-
ganizations to collect as many canned goods 
as possible. Proceeds donated to _Strafford ,, 
Community Action Group· and distributed to 
· needy families · for Thanksgiving. Interested 
1 
fraternities, sororities, _dprms; contact Kim 
868-2460. 
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP · BENEFIT BAKE · 
SALE: To benefit earthquake victims in Cali-
fornia, all proceeds will go to them. Tuesday, 
November 11, MUB Cafeteria entrance, 10:30 , 
to 3 p.m. 
MG,RrAR BOARD SPAGHETTI DINNER: All 
chapter members invited to dine and socialize. 
Sumja}'i, Noyember 19, Apt. 12, Undergradu-
atd Apartment Com~lex, 7 p.m.': $2. ·. ./ · , 
- CHlI.;DREN'S ) .PERFORMANCE O MOMIX: 
Ushers are needed for MOMIX. M tday, _ No-
vember 20. 10 a.m., Jehnson n 1ter. Call 




LIQUOR AND YOUR LOVE LIFE: Tuesday, 
November 14, Alexander Hall,' 8:30 p.m. -
AIDS- ' MAKING SEX SAFER: · Tuesday, No:. 
vember 14, Woodruff House, 9: 15 p.m. 
-MASSAGE: Wednesday, November 15, Cori- · 
greve, 7 p.m: , · 
WHATS 1HATPRUG? Wednesday, November 
15, Huddleston; 8:3.0 p.m. · , 
GAYSUPPORTGRQUP: Health~IVices, Tues~ 
days: 3-4 p.ni. Conference Room (#201A); 
4:30-5:30 --p.m. (faculty and ·staff) Resource 
Room #249; Wednesdays 8-9:30 p.m; Fridays 
n,oon· to 1 p.m., Resource Room. Information: 
862,-3823~ · 
HIV TESTING AND COUNSELING: Anony-
By Terri Danisevich mous and confidential; available at the Office -
LESBIAN SUPPORf GROUP$: Meet in Re~ 
source Room, 249, Health Services. Tues-
days: 8-9 p.m., 4:30-5:30 p.m. · (faculty and 
staff); Wednesdays 12-1 p.ni. Information: 
862-3823 
ACOASUPPORf GROUP MEETING: Fridays, 
Room 201A, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, 
Health SeIVice-Center. i:-2 p.in . . 
- MEETINGS ,, 
' ' 
EMBRACING 1HE EXILE- .1HE CHURCH 
RESPONDS TO HOMOSEXUALI1Y: Spon-
soredby United Campus Ministry. Acompas- · 
sionate exploration of the ro4.t~-s .ofhomopho-
bia and ho~the church might better respond 
to those:• with altematiye lifestyles with love -
and affirmaUo,ri. Tµe·sday;• November 14, 
~aysmeet Pfotestant Stud~nt C~nter, 15 Mill 
Road, 7 p.m. · · _, · 
SfUDENTCOALlflONFOR1HEHOMELESS: 
Interested in belpingN.f:I. ~s homeless through 
various fundraisers and helping out at sheJ,.. 
ters? Join us on Tuesdays~ Room 42, Hamil-
ton Smith. 7 p.m. · · 
. -
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICES 
. STIJDENf COMMITfEE MEETING: Anyone 
interested in planning December blood drive 
is welcome. Tuesday, November 14, 12 Dover ,, 
Road, Durham 7 p~m. If unable to attend, call 
868-2753 after 8 p.m~ , 
-GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: A non-prqflt or-
ganization selling food and personal care 
products at good prices. Wednesqays, Hub-
bard Hall, Recreation Lounge, 4:30-7 p.m. 
• 1 1- ' ' 
GAIA~ PEOPLE FOft-THE 'ENVJE,()NMENT: 
The environment needs you! jo~ us and our· 
,campaign for campus-wide recycling, self-
. education on the incinerator, . information on 
, Seabroc;>k StaUon and morel Wednesdays, 
Belknap Room, MUB, 7 p.m. . -
PEER SUPPORf GROUP FO~ SURVIVORS 
OFSEXUALASSA4LT: SponsoredbySHARP. 
An ongoing support group, confidential and 
free of charge! Meet on.Wednesdays, MUB, 7-
8 .p.m. Information: 862-2050 or, 862-17 43. 
EARTH DAY 1990 MEETING: Sponsored by 
· Earth Day Coalition. The entire-campus is 
urged tq attend-this important event. 'Wed-
nesday, Novemb~r 15, Room 135, Spaulding 
Sp.m; 
UNH DEBA1E, S0CIE1Y MEETING: For all 
members and- those wishing t<> join, find out 
a];>out on-campus debate, mtercollege de-
bate, and speech competitions. Wednesdays, 
Room 41, Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m. 
UNH COLLEGE-REPUBLICANS MEETING: 
Be involved in this political process and make 
a difference. Help bring speakers to UNH, 
attenq . leac;lershlp seminars throughout the 
Northeast and meet interesting people.1)mrs~ 
days, Room 19, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m. · 
"Don't fly home on Eastern should be alerted to the critical of Health Education and Promotion; Monday 
thisholidayseason!!l"ispartof safety issues that will be ad- 9-3; Tuesday 9-1~ Call X3823 for .an appoint- NATURAL RESOURCE CLUB MEETING: To 
the s_ imple messag· e written on _ dressed; Tomlinson said. Be- me· nt. - · -, discuss ideas for trips, speakers, etc. Thurs-
many posters on campus this cause of the loss oflabor, East- -"-----\ day, November 16, Room 21 1, James, 7 a.m. 
week. em has been forced to nire in- __ (Yes, this is a morning meeting!) · 
Ac-cording to Andrea · experienced mechanics, pilots, 
Tomlinson of the Progressive flight attendants and other crat who has n.o concern for According to Greg Tar- dlers crune together to stop 
student Network, Tom 'Bridge, skilled laborers. employees. panian. directoroftheNewYork . Lorenzo from dismantling the 
a striking Eastern Pilot and Eastern chairman Frank Eastern machinists basedeconomicconsultlngflrm airline they helped build with -
Mary Karalekas, a _ striking Lorenzo, Tomlipson added, "is walked out on strike,on March Labor Research Associates. "millionsofhoursofhardwork. • 
Eastern Flight Attendant, will a big capitalist pig who isn't - 4, and were immediately fol- Easten:i pilots haye honored said Tarpanian. . , 
both speak tonight at 7 p.m. fu_ interested in worker's rights or lowed by supporting Eastern picket lines b~cause they too,· The Eastern strike, he said. 
the Coos room of the MUB on benefits." - · · pilotsandflightattendantswho have been the: object of ismorethananisolated~ction 
the reasoµs ·:tpey·aire support- , Lorenzo; has been heavily ;~ beli~~~d th~t Lorenzo was de- Lqrenzo•s aggressive manage-.· ;;igainst an isolated µnion 
mg an Eastern ~ycott. criticizedi: by' str.tking workers ·stroytng,_East~rnAirLines an~ mentstyle. buster, it is also·? respo~e to, 
- In addition to supporting -around_the countryforbeiriga ~eextstfngqualityoftheprocl-t ,, , Pilots," flight attendants: - '-,, ''. "' -~ 
s ·tr4kin!f ~workets/V'stticle-ats.·· /5rµt}l:less,. '",W~e,tc\lttil)g,: -~1:1to-1,.·;,ct,tcl ,qnd prride -in-th~ airµne. - .. , .mechanics .. an(! .. b~ggage }:lan~, •. 
• • - __ ,,. • , . .•• •~ .• _,., , •. ~ .,,.'1.,.., .•• ·•·• \~:..._,.·\~~ .:i: .-1~--- ~• .-::,;,, 1;~- ,, .• :.,.">,.:.-~ • ~ • ~~. ,:;\, ·;· ,, ~.-.r • _•:. -:, 1- . .,, ., , •• ,'1 1 ~:, •. ,. \, _ .:,·, , ,, , •••• , ~,-• .' .i' _ .-;:, ,·,_ • ."····/ 
> -




is not arf 
By Ed Sawyer 
· , M~. what am I doing here? . I am not a wrtter, yet I am 
writing. Lately it seems that a lot of people are dojng things · 
they are not cut out for. I have been expertencing .this lately 
in some of my clas~s. namely Ait History. 
. The current subject in class is non-objective art, such as · 
Cubism, Expressionism, Fauvism; etc. Now, don't get rue 
wrong, I can appreciate a lot of varted things, but this stuff 
that is getting passed off as art these days is pretty damn 
scary. This non-objective art was created around the tum of 
the centwy, and seems to have gotten weirder as time has 
gone by. I mean, what is so artistic about a white canvas with 
a black square arid a red square on it? What makes it any 
different than the most sjmplistic design a five-year old could 
create? This is supposed to be theimportant art of the past 
which is supposedly so good as to be put in books and 
museums and looked at in class. I just cannot stomach what 
people read into these things. Fine, they are interesting to 
look at and perhaps colorful, but beyond that . I cannot 
understand how people see all this 'tensions of form' and 
'relations of created space blah blah blah' ITS ALL B. S. We 
the art consumers and·. viewers are being ·snowed in an 
elaborate hoax by all these incompetent 'artists' who are 
selling this stuff .for big bucks when they really can't paint, 
draw or anything! I think its time to really reevaluate what 
is accepted ·as art, and what is just trash. · .'. .1; , 
Socially conscious art is another big joke. Sure, it's nice 
when art has something to say about society and the world 
today, but it should be Art First, Message Second. Much of 
the art I have seen in gallertes lately is just a big me~~ge to 
the public about such important things as AID~. drugs, etc. 
,Yes, these are important subjects, but a line exists bc?tween 
public awareness messages and true art. Lots of these works 
in these gall~rtes are opinions and messages masquerading 
as art, when theywould be betterputintowordsor,s·omething 
in an education pamphlet. The time has come to when 
anything with a controversial subject or strong opinion on 
somethi~g can be shown in a galleiy and sold for a lot of cash, 
along with being talked about in a serious manner relating to 
form, content , composition blah blah blah ..... · It all seems 
like stuff which is really outside the realm of what is considered 
to be art. 
People should be more critical of what can be accepted as 
art nowadays , and stop being led around by c_urators, 
professors and 'artists' who are just talking out their ass 




A NEW GIFT SHOP 
for the BO.DY and SOUL 
Handcrafted gift& and , 
items for yourself and 
your loved ones. Unique ~k and tape selection 
for personal growth ~nd relaxation. Enchanting 
music to ease the hurried pace· and center the 
mind. Workshops and group discussions 
.offered. 
* Crabtree and Evelyn · * Handcrafted Jewelry 
* Scarborough Potpourri & Beauty 
Products , ' . 
* Candles and Cards * New Age Books,· Music 
* Crystals & Crystal Jewelry 
* Meditation Classes 
* Tarot Readings 
* Channeled Reading 
* Astrology Charts 
• Springs'S Secret • 
449 Central Ave. · 
Dover 742-7221 




. GRAND PRIZE: . 
a $250 Panasonic Carousel 
· MICROWAVE OVEN.!! .· 
Great Other Prizes .. i 
about this stuff. These 'works. should be seen for .what they * TWO sets of four lift tickets to Gunstock Ski Resort 
are and nothing more: Interesting design~rand/or important -· Two weekend ski rentals at Deke's 
messages/ but not Art! * $ G · Sh S 
Ed Sawyer ts c{ true Renaissance man: not only does he * Six Allied Video rentals * $25 _merchandise at Hayden Sports 
take photosforThe New Hampshire, but he also drives the van * $50 merchandise at Deco Auto Parts I
. -* Two movie passes to Hoyt Cinemas \' 15 rocenes at aw's upermarkets 
=•0_n:.J<)id:·:a:y.s-·::::::::::;::::::;:::::::= 1 * One month membership at Franklin Fitness Center ✓ l . It's just $1 for a ticket, $5 for a set of 6 
. HEY BUDDY! 
· Here's Your 
Picture Personal · ! 




·. (ONLY $10) 
I Drawing November 18th, Northeastern Hockey G·ame . I ,----Su_· P_Po_rt_yo_u_r lo_c_al_ch_ap_. te_r _of_Ta_u_B_eta_, P_l _! ----.... 
I Who are we? 
I The people who bring you Calculus and Physics Tutorials,· 
1 . Sponsor needy families at Thanksgiving and Christmas, 
· I Promote higher education and so much more!!! I Engi~eers who make a difference ! 
I ~ 1 ·· .· For tiCket info: 868-5521 
,A 
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Professors stress defense of earth from Greenhotise Effect 
By Lamie Jackman 
.. We need lo tap our great-
est natural resource in facing 
· environmental problems; the 
resource between our ears," 
wr<;>te Dr. James Barrett in an · 
article published in the "Jour-
nal of Foreshy." , 
Barrett, a UNH professor 
of forest resources, · and Dr. 
Lany Harris, a zoology profes--
sor also at UNH, were guest 
speakers at a program held 
Wednesday evening in Hamil-
ton Smith to discuss the ef-
fects of global warming on the 
environment. 
The 70 minute program, 
which was ~ponsored by the 
campus environmental group, 
GAIA, and the Union of Con-
. cerne<iScientists, dealt:piainly 
with the Greenhouse Effect and 
environmental and political 
problems related to the. topic. 
The principte behind the 
1 Greenhouse Effect, according , 
to Dr. ,Harris, is that carbon 
' dioxide, methane, nitrous ox-
ide and chl9_rofluoro-carbons, 
which are by-products of many 
, industries, trap the sun's ra-
diation~ in our atmosphere and 
warm it up. In 25 or 30 years, 
the amounts of these gases' 
.· could double, said Dr. Harris. 
There cquld be a nine or 
.... 10 degree temperature change 
on this planet in the next 75 
years that would cause some · 
spots to be cooler, and some 
-hotter, said Dr. :Barre_tt. 
According to a film entitled 
"A World . of Ideas" shown at 
the program, numerous envi-
ronmental problems can oc-
cur as a direct result of this 
global warming. For example, 
radiation trapped in the Earth's 
atmosphere "eats away" at the _ 
ozone layer, which absorbs 
most of the sun's ultraviolet · 
radiation. 
· Severity;five years from 
now we might live on an unin-
habitable planet because of 
Greenhouse changes, said 
Scientist Jessica Matthews in 
the film. 
Because many indusby-
produced gases last in the 
atmosphere for 100· years, 
along with the fact that people 
are burning a great deal of 
fossil fuels and cutting dowrt 
tropical forests, the effects_ of 
radiation are becoming more 
dramatic, said Matthews. •.· 
. According to Matthews, in 
135 years of weather records; 
the four _ hottest years have 
come in the 1980s. These cli-
mate shifts, a direct result of 
the Greenhouse Effect, ,niay 
cause "quantum changes" like 
hurricanes and typhoons that . 
will be catastrophic" to the 
Earth, she said. 
Matthews stressed the 
urgency of protecting the only 
planet we _have, saying that 
there is a need for a ;.new sense 
of shared unity" by all coun-
tries in the· world. · 
As of now, there . is "no 
. international unity toward a 
solution" to reverse the Green-
house Effect. said Dr. Harris: 
. Rules and. regulations for the 
world must be made that will 
· slow the rate of increase in · 
these problem gases, he said . . 
According to an article 
published on the second page 
of Wednesday's Boston Globe, _ 
60 nations are in favor of stabi-
lizing by the· year 2000 the 
amount of gases that contrib-
- . I 
ute to global warming, namely 
· the chlorofluoro-carbons 
(CFCs). However, major coun-
tries like the United States, 
Japan, and the Soviet Union 
were not among those 60 coun-
tries. 
.. International cooperation 
and collaboration" ar~-neces-
sary to achieve a solution, said 
Harris. , 
"Politicians will have to lead 
public opinion and not follow 
· it,,. said Matthews in the ftlm, 
drawing on ·the importance of 
strong leadership to solve envi-
ronmental problems. -
Harris believes that , it is 
necessary for countries like the 
, U.S. to come up With foreign 
assistance programs to help 
the economic development of 
those · countries with tropic~ 
rain forests; these forests are _ 
crucial to the removal of some 
of the carbon dioxide in the air, 
but also.crucial to th6se people 
who dep~nd on the trees as a 
source of livelihood . 
According to two speakers, 
. changes like developing more 
efficient technology, and look-
ing for alternative energy sys-
tems are keys to solving rapid 
increase15 of -global warming . 
gases. 
Although he would not 
specify what the alternate sys-
. te:qis are, Harris said that' they 
were being developed in the 
_ 1970s, but. were "put on the 
shelf' when gasoline prices 
went down. 
what will happen if the global 
. wanning trend does not slow 
down. · , 
"We don't ,know how the 
Earth will respond to the 
buildup of all these gases," said 
Barrett. "1be effects could be 
in the form of surprises that we 
won't like." 
Barrett also stressed the 
hnportance of energy conser-
vation, saying that money saved 
from efficient use of cars and 
home appliances could "add 
economic vitality" to our coun"' 
_,:: . ~ 
Pregnant? 
Need Help? 
· tiybycreatingfunds to be spent 1 
on saving the environment. 
"Energy conservation can 
be looked on as a very positive 
sort of thing, a kirid of win-win. ·' 
situation," he said. 
Seacoast 
Crisii Pregnancy Center 
. FREE &. CONFIDENTIAL 
• JJfflflllllCY tattns . . . · 
• coumdl"I &. Information _ 
• prac:tlca) support We Care! 
HOfLINE·749-4441 , Both speakers stressed the 
amqunt of uncertainty as to 
~ 
90 Washington Street 
Suite 306 B, Dover, NH 
"I wasn't rubbing 
it in-I just wanted 
Eddie to know 
the score of \ 
last nights game." 
Go ahead and gloat. You can 
rub it in all the way to Chicago 
with AT&T Long Distance Service. 
Besides, your best friend Eddie 
was the one who said your team 
could'never win three straight. 
So give him a call. It costs a 
lot less than you think to let him 
know who's headed for the Playoffs_ 
Reach out and touch someone~ 
If youtl like to know more about , 
AT&T prod~cts and services, like 
International Calling and the AT&T 
Card; call us at 1 800 222-0300. 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
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.....- -For the 
' . health of itt 
By: Heather Wood ~d Jennifer Brenizer 
THE REALITY OF DATE RAPE 
70-80% of all rapes happen between people who 
~ow each other .. Now-let's clarify that word, "rape." Rape 
. occurs when a man · touches a woman in an intiqlate 
manner, or has sexual inb:~rcourse with her against her . 
consent. Patting, pinching ... any inappropriate touching of 
intimate body parts is considered, at least. second degree 
sexual assault. It is never okay to use a woman's body 
without her conscious and unforced consent. 
That definition seems .. fo make the issue very clear 
to both men and women; why then do inore than half of all 
rapes go unreported? The answer lies in that shaded gray 
area that society has crea~ed, _date rape. Although the issue 
qf date rape has been addressed publicly, many 
misconceptions remairi, and it is those misconceptions that 
create victims out of women ... that creates a victim out of 
society itself. · 
Most ofthe women at UNH are ~ware of the risk of 
rape on this campus. From the moment that they ariive as 
freshman here, to the tinie that they graduate, women are 
constantly being reminde_d of the possibility of rape. They 
learn to defend themselves physically arid mentally against 
a potential attack. They are careful about not walking alone. 
They are careful to stay in lighted areas at night. They are 
warned against inviting men into their rooms or accepting 
invitations to visit a man's room. alone. There are pamphlets · 
full of preventive measures ... but let's just say, for the sake 
of an article, that the woman finds herself in a situation she 
is not comfortable in. What then? 
The most important thing to stress in this case is 
that there was nothing which that w~man said, or wore, or 
did, or thought that caused her to deserve, that sense of 
violation and discomfort that she now fmds herself in. She 
has every right to say "NO" and mean it from the bottom of 
her heart. If she means "no," she should say it strongly and · 
not apologize. She should remain calm and assess the 
situation. Is the man armed? If she fights ' back, will he 
physically harm her? If she can fight back safely. she should 
do it with the int~nt to escape. No matter what "scei;ie" it 
might create, she must get away. There are no rules of 
"politeness" in a situation like that. After all, where is his 
politeness? It is not polite or considerate to force a woman 
into a situation in which she feels physically and mentally 
at danger. · 
There are several realistic options-which she could 
chose from if her assailant is unarmed. 
· I. Punch him in the Adam's apple, poke-her fingers 
in his eyes, hit him, kick him, whatever it takes to get a\Yay. 
2. Scream for help. _ .. ,. , . · . 
3. Use passive resistance (throwuponhim; nothing 
Will cool off his "desire" quicker than seeing that he is 
making a woman physically ill.) · 
4. Use scare tactics. (She could say she has VD.) 
5. Talk him dow,n, appeal to his humanity. After all, 
nothing about rape is humane. It is violence against another 
· human being. It goes beyond a presumed sexual desire; 
rather, it is a desire to control and manipulate. 
The woman who finds herself in a date rape situation -
often feels very ambiguous about her role in the situation. 
Thei:.e is usually a certain amount of affection felt toward her 
attacker. She is reluctant to hurt a "fiiend." In many ways, 
.date rape can be more traumatizing than a stranger rape, 
because in the latter case the roles of victim and criminal are 
clear in the victim's mind. Date rape falls in that gray area, 
an area that despite. all the media's attention, still lies in 
d~kness and misun'!erstanding. 
PARENTS! ALUMNI! 
FRIENDS OF UNH! 
Keep yourself in touch with campus events! 
Subscribe to , 
THE NEW HAMPSIRE 
(Delivered straight to you 2 times weekly!) 
$18/ semester 
Room 110B, MUB 
Durham, NH 03824 
(603) 862-1323 
AUDITION for 
· Lanford Wilson's -play, 
·euRN THIS 
Mqnday 11/27, Tuesday 
11 /28 at 7:00pm in the 
Hen~essy Theater 
Directed by Kathleen Patten 
_Rehearsals Scheduled 
. During Christmas Break 
See Call Board across from -
Theater for details 
ESSAYS & 
REPORTS 
19,278 to choose from - all subjects 
rdei Catalog Today with Visa/M~ or COO 
._. 800-351-0222 
in Calif. 1213) 477-8226 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025 
Custom research also available-all levels 






is now open both 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS 
with ITJ)J lEN1r1EJR1l"AlINMJEN1r 
serving BEER, WINE, & C9CKT~ILS . 
. ,,. ;J:::m:::::::::m:::m:m:m:::m:::::::mmm :m.P 
l~ll~ll~ll~Hl~flnE~~rnlml~~m1 
~~iiiiiiiBE~li~iiiiiiiiifi!! 
· No Cover--21 & over- ID's please' 
· · 869 Central Ave -,Dover 742-9870 . ... 








: Starting as low as: · 
~ : Motorcycles $18 mo.' 
: Vehicles under 18ft. : 
I • , I 
: $38 mo. . : 
r 603•659~·7959' 
CUL: or 
Back to School Prices on AL_L Computers!! 
A -- IT,..,_,' A ® " .... the best computer on the m
.arket for 
..J.r.6..J.'-TL:1. graphics and small-system CAD de$.ign." 
· · Editor· PC _WEE!{ Magazine 
A500Series 
68000 processor, 1 Mb memory, .. 
mouse, 4096 color monitor, stereo · 
output, 5 software prgs included. 
Nice home or student model. 
$1065. 
PC4-0-III 
~028612.5mhz processor, 1 _Mb 
memory, one 5.25" floppy drive 
(1.2.Mb), llms 40 Mb hard disk, 
YGAcolor display, DOS 3.3, 
Microsoft Windows 2~6, Mouse. 
$2195. 
A2000 Series · 
\ 
(. 
68000 proc~ssor, I Mb memory, 
s ·internal expansion slots, 4096· 
color monitor, 88OK 3.5" floppy 
drive, stereo output, add ons 
available for IBM, Macintosh. 
Pro. model for expandability. 
$1899.* 
*with valid student ID·only. 
Digital Connection Computers 
Dover Poin1 Office Park 
Dover Point-Road. (next to B-ill Dube Ford) 
Dover, NH -03820 
~ (603) 742-2233 
. j 
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THANK-YOU 
-·HAYDEN SPORTS 
FOR YOUR su·PPORT! 
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·:·:·valid with- ~up.o:ri:£to.m· 5 :to·close>: ·: ·: ·: · 
: : : : : : : : : ~~1y:'i:ii:a~4ay: op :W~~~e~ctay: : : : : : .: : : : : : 
·ca{{ for you oraer: . 
it wi[[ 6e reaay wlien ypu arrive! 
For Prompt Deliveries ... calf ... 868-22_24 · 






SupersPort Model 20 
FQr More lpformation Please Contact: 
oo 
10.5 lb., 8088 with l floppy drive and 
a 20MB Hard Drive 
(order# - SupersPort Model 20) 
Z-159 Model 3 
8MHz, DeskTop, 8088, 640K memory, with I 
floppy drive and a 20MB Hard Drive with a 
.monochrome monitor 
. (order# - ZSM-159--3) 
' Z-286 LP-/8 Model 20 . 
Space saving 8MHz, 80286, I MB memory, 
with l floppy dr ive and a 20MB Hard Drive 
with an amber VGA monochrome monitor 
(order# - ZMA-28~20) · 
Z-286 LP /12 Model 40 . 
Space sa'.'ing 12MHz, 80286, 1MB memory, 
with 1 floppy drive and a 40MB Hard Drive 
with a VGA color monitor 
(order# - ZMF-21240) · 
z-386 sx· 
I 6MHz, 386SX DeskTop, 1 MB memdry, 
1 floppy dr ive with 40MB Hard Drive with a 
VGA color monitor 
(o.rder # - ZMF--316-X4) 
f ZDS Productivity Pack Includes MicroSoft® Word · 
-and Exce,I 
(order # - WS-10) 
• / 
■ 
H ·_A .y D E N 
/ s p 0 · R T s 
MAIN STREET, DURHAM 
(603) 868-2056 . 
WE HAD A -GREAT 
FALL REGIONAL _ 
AIESEC-UNH 








ZDS Student Represntative 





~ ·Zenith's MASTERS OF , ,, : -":" <';i .. _; 
;": INNOVATION II COM~ETITIONfFor , . 
<:Entry Form, 1c ·a111:aoo-SS370301::?,.,,· 
.;._Competition EndsJanuary~S,'1990! ;, 
~-- systems · 
.¥, ~~,:: .. ~~, ... ,!' ,,,,, ·~ •;'.,_,/ i";,•~,•~.;-~.,,." " ( • Prices do not includ1· ~ales tax, handling and/or processiRg charges. •MicroSat is a registered traciemark. a( MicroSoft Corporation 
/ 
A 
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GET AN EDUCATION IN 
SCHOIARSHIPS WITH 
, AIR FORCE ROTC .. 
Your college education rep-
resents one of your most ·impor-
tant career decisions .. Join Air Force 
ROTC, and you may be eligible for differ-
ent scholarship programs that can help pay 
for that education. . 
But you'll learn something else, too: that Air Force 
ROTC opens opportunities for you to take your <::ollege 
degree higher, faster and further than you ever realized,, 
Imagine your status as an Air Force officer, and get an 
education in opportunity - call ' 
CAPT T.T. MORGAN 
603-862-1480 
Leadership E;xcellence Starts Here 
PROTEST 
continued from page 1 
abortion was made legal in 
1973. She said that at least 
100 around the world die each 
day from illegal abortions. 
ing, "We pledge to you that we 
will do everything in our power, 
even if we must go to jail~ to. 
preserve th~ right to choose." 
· "As we · mobilize for 
wom~n·s lives, we say we will · 
not al'low women's lives to he 
put in danger.~ said Yard. 
At one point; Yard ad-:-
dressed· college students say-
The Washington rally, 
whlcb was or;ganized-l;>y NOW, 
was one ofabou.t 450 pro-~hoice · 
demonstrations held across the 
U.S. on Sunday, according to' 
Molly Yard, president of NOW. 
ultitudinous-swarms of peppy protesters, including man · 
om·JJNH, flocked together outside the. Lincoln Memorial t · 
~mobilize for women's lives" (upper right and lower lef 
hoio.l' . -. . 
ehind the "Born by Choice" sign attached to thi 
emonstrator's , knapsack, is, you guessed it, a baby soald 
p all the action and excitement of its very f"l.rst · pro-choic 
ally in Washington D.C. (upper left photo) 
Michelle Adam, all photos ) 
I 
I , 






•r~---------------~----,• ; F· REE . SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR : 
I ' . . STUDENTS WHO NEED I. 







Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of ' I 
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income. 
· • We have a data bank of over 200,000 listl~gs of s~hol~rships, 
.fellowships, grants, and loans, representi11g over $10 billion in private 
sector funding. 
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their @cademic 
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence. 
• The,:e's money available for students who have been newspaper car-, 
riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers ... etc. 
• Results GUARANTEED. , 
; CALL For A Free Brochure - -J 
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SCAMMAN 
continlied ,from page .3 
'• .. ~ . ,. -. 
" I'•. t,';. 
"I wish that all candidates, 
both · Republican and Demo-
crat, would come_ to campus," 
Mayberry added. 
-·----------------------------, 
The lv:y League Spring 
zn New York 
to students," said .·Maybeny. 
"This gives students a unique 
opportunity to voice their opin-
ions about the ··decisions that 
wiU effect· their lives . ., Student Senator Mc1:tt 
•------------Combs,· al§<> a member of the -Qualified upperdass,men are invited to apply for a.dmissionto 
EASTERN 
I• continued 
from pa-ge 7 
airline deregulation, which 
has destroyed living standards 
and, job security for workers 
thrqugh oµtthe U.S. and made 
air transportation unbearable 
and. often unsafe. 
Eastern Workers are put-
ting their jobs on the line · tQ 
save themselves, the i1:1dustry 
and thf people they seive fro?1 
. corporate executives who pur-
sue profits at any cost, .Tar:.:. . 
panian adcled. · · 
The pilots, flight atten-
d.;t;nts, mechanics and their 
cooperative efforts have staged , 
the largestnational strike.since 
t4e en_d of World War II, said 
Tomlinsin. 
"I really think it is some- . 
thing students at UNH aren't 
e:ven aware of," she added. 
HOLO-CAUST 
continued froffi 
.,. _p~ge 1 
,. "We could noHiave photo- . 
gn;1phs or anything that was 
human, .. said Weitz. 
One little known fact that 
Weitz brought out was that the· 
g-qards in camps ·were often 
~riminali;;. ' · 
"We · had one guard we 
called our . 'little orphan' be-
c·ause he had been put away for 
life for murdering his mothc::r 
and his father,' said Weitz. 
- Weitz found the .women 
guards in the camps to be par-
ticularly harsh. 
· "Maybe it was my own sex-
ism," said Weitz~ "But I ex- . 
pected them to be kinder." 
Once liberated from the 
concentration camps, Weitz and 
-her sister spentthree.years in 
displaced persons camp_s. 
"Orie thing that is really 
frustrating is that it was easier 
for Nazis to gain admission into · 
western countries than it was 
for the victims," said Weitz. 
Weitz aiso en;iphasized tha~ 
it requir~d the cooperation of 
many people to accomplish the 
Holocaust. 
"Yes, Hitler was a terrible 
man. But he could. not do it 
alone, it took a nation to do it, 
and many collaborat~rs in other 
countries," said Weitz. 
Weitz works with the Holo-
caust Center in the North Shore 
of Massachusetts and was en- ~ 
gaged to speak by Lee 
1
Rosen-
field, president of the UNHJew-
ish student organization, Hillel. 
The event was co-spon-
sored by Hillel and the Univer-
sity Committee on Diversity. 
· The student activities' fee al- · 
lowed UNH students to attend 
' the lecture free. 
!College · Republicans, ,spoke of 
ISc.rnunan's candidacy. 
· "Although he is front run-
ner now, this is always subject 
to change,., said Combs . . 
Jennifer Hart, a U~jun- .. 
.ioi:. ag:reed with Maybeny. 
"I want to see more of this 
on our cq.Illpus_,., said Maybeny. 
":I felt that l was actually in-
volved in ,..things here, tonight." 
11111
1 I I 111111 
Coh1mbia College as vi?iting students begin~ing in .Ja.nuary-
l 990. Full access to housing, library resources, and upper di~i-
sion course_s. Forfu{ther information and an application, write 
or call: 
Columbia College Admissions Office 
' · · 21f Ha.rnilton Hall 
New York, New :Nork · 10027 
(212) 854.::~522 
Appl ication deadJ:ine: .. Decembet 15,' 1989 
· ·_ _ -"We have three important objectives·in going for graduate -
studies in the arts and sciences: academic achievement, -- · 
professional advancement and personal enrichment. _ 
' Fa•ridh,_!'.I...,, S'~+:--.1.!es all· three.'! Luis Mejia ',\'.ith Peter Hatlie and Barbara Young, 
r.l • ~i ._ uU:sLJ.1 Griduate School of Arts & Sciences 
The Grado.ate School , 
of Arts & Sciences, Bronx, New York 
FORDHAM 
A Master's, Doctorate or a courseJor 
personal enrichment from Fordham's 
Graduate School of Arts & Scien.ces is 
everything if should ,be. '. 
· As Peter-Hatlie says, "It's very 
rewai:ding-the professors demand a \ot, 
, but they give pack a lot-they're very 
accessible.!' . . 
·It carries with it a respect which has 
, been earned thmµgh fordham'flong-
. standing comm,Hi;nent to excellence. 
. Tae Fordham. tradition, plus our broad 
' curriculum, will help you achieve the 
goal you've set for yourself-enrichment, 
scholarship or professional reward. . 
. And if you prefer to start with enrich-
ment courses now, you may take as 
many as 12 credit~ which ·will count 
t0wards your degree once you're accepted. 
, We invite all undergraduate degree 
holders to discover more a-bout our 
numerous and varied prog'rains. They 
range from the natural and sociaLsci-
·ences to the humanities and' inelude 
such programs as our multi-disciplinary. 
International Political Economy and 
Development. 
Luis Mejia: "Fordham's helped me 
accomplish more than I persQn~lly ever 
... thought I could!" .. 
For in.formation, please send the . 
, coupon or calL . , . . . . ,. r--------- ------~-------, I Fordham University · 7 
I The Graauate School of Arts & Science 
I 125 Keating Hall · 
i' ,Bn,nx, NY 10458-5191 
I 212-579-2137 , 
I , 
1 Please send me more information about the 
I folio-wing· graduate programs: 
1 □ Biological .Sciences 
: D Classical L'anguages and Literature 
I D Economics 
• 1 D English Language and Literature 
I··· D French D Histqry . 
I ' D Inteq1ational Political Economy ' 
I. aHd DeN"el~pmeHt D Mathet11l!tics 
: 0 Medii;val S~udies 0- Pastoral Planni-Hg 
1 D Philqsophical Resources D Philosophy 
1 D ·Politkal Science . · _ 
1 Psychology D Clinical D DevelopmeHtal 
< I · D Psychometrics 
: I ·. GJ Public Communications 
I 0- Public Policy & Administration, 
I O Sociology D Theology 
: D Masters D Doctorate 
Name 
Street 
City State ~ Zip 
I I I 
Phone: Daytime Evening · 
L------------------------
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OPEN MIKE NIGHT 
, atthe 
· Devine Niche ·.· 
Coffee . House 
lf. 9 ,- ··11:HI~ 
--
Make yourself famous -
, over.night, by doi_ng_ 
whatever you do Best! 
Sing, play in a balld, lip 
· sync, w~istle, yodel. .. 
',·, ~ J 
_ If.interested in performing, please call 
Amy Skinder at 862-2148, or stop by 
Randall Hall 131. -If you're interested 
in helping coordinate and advertise for 
future Niche Coffee Houses, please~ 
call. T d love to hear fr·om ·you! 
( 
~: 
:'!~ .. if:~· 
. . ' ~ 
~•~~- -: ~•~~..t~1N1,.~avm:•~i~)o,f,t.1t~~11~'i'j._t,111m-a~I1:i~~ffl~w ~~'1t~~,~~:,,1;;~1:•~~~~~~~--~~,~,,\1J~N:~£'it::t~tt~~~~1.-
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'Tis the season to save up to $80 
on ArtCarved gold rings. Choose -
from a selection of men's 
an4 women's styles that's 
both a comfort and a joy. 
For enduring value and quality, 
ArtCarved· is . 
hard to 
and every ring is care-
fully crafted .,tnd backed 
-. by a Full Lifetime 
Warranty. Order your 
college ring now, save up 
~ to $80, and don't pay another 
dime till March. Ask how 
you can save · 
on gold acces-
sories, too . 
m 
• • • • • Location . . . . .
''•···~·············~··~·····················~-··~··~·····~ l, .• . 'rt .,~.. - .r, 1~ 
With ---~intosh 
• ., you·can even do 
Macintosh® computers have always been easy to use. But th~y've neyer . 
peeri this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale. 
· .- Through January 31, you can save hundreds of qollars on a variety 
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals. . _ _ _ · : 
· So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The 
· · Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer. 
·Without spending a 1qt more money. 
© 1989 Apple Computer; Inc. Apple, rbe Apple logo, and .\1acill/osb are registered /rl«lemarks of Apple Complller. fnc. 






Payment Plans Available- • , VISA I 
C'I ••••••••••••••••••••• ■ •••••••••••••••••••••• . ••••••••••• -- • 
Print~~-
····••111••·········· -··················· ..................... ' 
Quit 
- •. 
The Macintosh Sale 
Now through January 31., 
University Technology Center 
Thompson Hall, •Room ·14 A 
.Hours: 9,am - 3 pm 
· Monday - Friday . 
862-,13:Z,8 
/. 
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Editorial 
Pro-choice now· a vocal majority 
, Thanks to a great deal ·of luck. Ronald Re-
agan happened to be in power as the Supreme Court 
wa~ aging dramatically. Reagan seized the opportu-
. nity to -replace the departing elderly justices with 
right-wing ideologues. The new, c!onservatlve Su-
preme· Court has made a few questionable decisions, 
but none of them is worse than lastJu)ys Webster vs. 
Reproductive Health SeIVices, which gave coritre>l of 
abortion lega)J.ty to fickle state legislatures. After that 
ruling, it appeared that Bush and Reagan's personal 
anti-choice sentiments were going to prevail over the 
rights of an apathetic nation. 
pregnancy- they must vote into office someone who 
shares their views. There is little that can be done in , 
the short-term that could affect the Supreme Court; 
the power of the people can most effectively be felt 
numbers. But only the-rich could afford to have the 
operation done by a black market doctor. The poor 
women who couldn't handle a child wouid have to 
resort to the crude and extremely dangerous abortion 
.methods we've all heard about . . The misecy would 
increase geometrically. 
through their votes. · 
Last week pro-choice candidates were elected 
to three significant posts - the mayoralty of New 
York City, and the governorships ofVirginia and New 
Jersey. Voter polls showed that the abortion issue 
was regarded as vety important in all the races. 
The rally was a reflection of the groundswell 
of support for the pro-choice movement in this coun-
try. Poll after poll shows that the majority of the 
people here stand for the freedom to choose. But 
George Bush and his _cronies refuse to see thaL The 
demonstration in Washington, as well as others that 
took place all across the nation, show that Bush is 
nowqtiite out of the mainstream of this issue. 
· Things have changed since then. 
That. decision has spurred :millions of pro-
choice activists across the countcy into action. They 
have realized they can't relax and trust that the 
government will protect their fundamental personal 
rights. It seems apparent now that there's only one 
way for women to ensure that they'll . maintain the 
right to decide what to do in case of an unwanted 
· Sunday, the pro-choice rally .held in Wash-
ington drew from 150,000 to 300,000 people; de-
pending on who you listen to. The crowd was amaz-
ingly dedicated;· students were there from colleges as 
distant as Cal-Berkley. The sentiment at the demon-
stration was clear - government doesn't have the · 
right to intrude upon a -woman's most personal 
He is now dealing with_an angcy populace, a 
populace that will continue handing defeats to Re-
publicans if they don't desist in their attack on 
abortion. And soon, even George could come to the 
realization that his Job is not secure for '92 as long as · 
he goes -against the will of a nation. 
. decision. -
And the point was made again and again that . 




To the Editors: 
Mr. Robert has revealed 
his ethnocentrism and a video-
gameinentalitywith liis comments 
in the November 3 issu~ ofThe New 
Hamps~ire about re~:ent 
transactions between Japan and 
the United States. Telling the 
Japanese leaders _ to "stuff u• 
concemtgg a long-overdue apology . 
is merely an · · expression _ of 
frustration and not a helpful _ 
response to ' 
America's looming economic 
difficulties. Japan is not the 
problem: we are- a:s flabby, self-
-r1ghteous·, all-consuming 
Americans. But the solution also 
lies within ourselves, in those of us 
who -are teaching and -acquiring 
•· educations, because as the world 
leaves the Industrial Age and enters 
the Infonnation Age, production of 
~. computers, video equipment, 
and thelike-Japan'sstrengthnow-
will be less important economically 
than the cultivation of minds and 
the creation of ideas required to 
put information to use. 
Margo Burns, 
M.A.T. student in 
Education Department 
Frank L. Pilar 
·chairman, Chemistry 
Department 
Richard P. Johnson 
Chairman, Chemistry 
Department Safety Committee 
Forum2 
To the Editor. 
That ignorance is the 
precursor to prejudic<r becomes 
quite evid~nt in John Robert's 
November 3 editorial. His racism is 
blatant and his fundamental lack 
of knowledge of international and 
US politics and economics is em-
barrassing. The printing of his 
editorial by The New Hampshire 
calls into question both the integ-
rity and esteem of the editors and 
should prove discomforting to the 
UNH journalism program. _ 
' His treatment of Asians, 
specifically' the Japanese, was 
simply intolerable and one may 
directly compare it to anti-·seme~c 
propogandaof theGennanNatlonal 
·. Socialist Party of the 1930s. "Thick . 
· walleted Asians; "war loving ty-
rants," and "money grubbing busi-
ness leaders," were but a few of the 
choice terms select~ by Mr. Robert . . 
In his view,1 the Japanese cannot 
be equated with mankind, but 
College Bnook· instead are degraded to a sub-. , - . human species. To Robert, the 
To the Editor. '- Japanese are "down-there" Cal-
In an article entitled though Tokyo is on the same lati-
. "Pollution hampers.the appearance tude as Washington, DC), inferior, 
of UNH's pristine College Brook• the means by which ignorant 
frhe New Hampahire, November 7, ·Americans like he attain their false 
1989), the following statementwas sense of ethnic superiority. 
attributed to Professor John Further, Robert cannot 
Carroll: ".'I imagine there's some seem to accept the simple fact that 
dumping going on, some from - the Japanese economic success. is 
Parsons (Chemistry): .. " We wish much more a function of efficient 
to point out that the pollution of and effective use of economic vari-
College Brookis not due to chemical ables than of euphemistically put. 
dumpinginParsonsHall,sincethe "unfair as we have shoi_-t-changed 
Parsons drainage system does not ourselves through rampant over-
lead to the brook but to theJown consumption. Case in point, the 
~anitary sewer system. Japanese mainb,rln lower tarrifI 
Furthermore, and more ~ersthanboth the United States 
importantly,- the Department of and the European Community · 
Chemistcy _ has a long standing (Japan 2.9%, the US 4.3% and 
program of proper and responsible Europe 5-6%). 
disposal of chemical waste, which Robert's accusation of the 
does not include pouring toxic or Japanese buying "huge chunks" of 
nonbiodegradable materials down American cities displays an illu-
the drains. sion through which he builds this 
Sincerely, racist perceptiqn, Fact, the Brit-
ish, followed by the Dutch, are the 
two largest foreign investors in the 
United States. Mr. Rohen embod-
ies· the "fear of being bought out 
mentality" which has erroneously 
permeated · our society. He can't 
seem to accept that an Asian might 
be · economically superior to he, 
and not dping his laundiy. (Prof. 
Gordon, Uncle Charlie is alive and 
well at UNH) ' 
The USA is not the char-
ity organization which Mr. Robert-:-
makes us out fu be. We need not go 
into detail of the numerous sub-
versive and negative actions taken 
by the United States in the post-
war era. Really John, do you think 
the U"SA would have foot the Japa-
nese security bill if it wasn't in our 
direct best interest? Or -are you 
saying the Japanese (those spoiled-
rotten children) don't have the right 
to make decisions according to 
economic rationality .and political 
sovereignty. 
PSNHPlans 
To the Editor: 
The drivers of the Coast/ 
Karavan . bus company that serves 
the greater UNH area have received 
evacuation plans to · use in the event 
·· of an accident at the &abrook Nu-
clear Reactor. PSNH hopes to say to 
the NRC and other licensing authori-
ties that the local bus drivers under-
stand and will use these plans to 
evacuate people . from the seacoast 
area when there is . an accident at 
Seabrook. They hope that this will 
aid them in receiving full licensing 
from the authoritl~s. I wish it to be 
known that the information provided 
to us drivers was most inaeequate 
_ and incQmprehensible. In most cases 
it was thrown away or used for scrap 
paper. Secondly, I wish it to be known 
, that I, along with many other drivers, 
will not participate in this program 
and be used by PSNH as a tool to aid 
them in licensing. I wish the public 
and the authorities in the NRC and at 
PSNH to know that I will not .be 
driving down to Seabrook when the 
baby goes, but will l>e attempting to 
break the sound barrier heading in 
the other direction! For these rea-
sons, I hope it is clear that the safety 
of the seacoast is jeopardized by the 
activation of Seabrook without ad-
quate concern for its citizens. -
. Sin~rely yours. 
Keith Routley 
Apology 
To the Eqitor. 
Your staff informed me 
that Erin Sullivan did not hide 
- behlgareporter. Apparently, some-
one else inteIViewed me who was 
from a Newswriting ~lass and I 
jumped to the conclusion that your 
reporter misrepresented. herself. 
I wish to.retract my previ-
ously printed letter and apologize 
for the damage that I caused her~ 
professional reputation and that of 
your paper. . 




Finally, Mr: Robert states 
"they should follow the example of 
the United States in helping to tcy 
to solve the problems of the world.· 
One simple fact is ignored: the 
total open developmental assis- ~ 
tarice of Japan as a percentage of 
GNP is larger than that of the United 
States (Japan, .31% of GNP, the 
USA, .20%) (Source: World Devel-
opment Report 1987) .. 
The New Hampshire 
BOB DURLING; Editor-In-Chief 
GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor Ell:EEN MALLOY. Managing Editor 
· Aside from the fact that 
Mr. Robert's command of the Eng-
lish language proves inept and 
horrendous at best, his racism. 
ethnocentrism, complete incompe-
tence, an,d self-imposed ignorance -
are alarming. Further, one must 
question whether the UNH Jour-
KAREN McDONALD. News Editor TERRI DANISEVICH.News Editor 
KIM ARMSTRONG. Sports Editor JOHN KELLEY. Sports Editor 
MIKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor BEN FRAZIER-. Photo Editor 
DEBORAH HOPKINS, Arts Editor BESS FRANZOSA. Arts Editor 





KIM WERDERMAN, Business Manager 
News Reporteis Nancy Roberts 
Roi Alouois Arts Staff Reporter 
Brent Anderson Marc Mamigonian 
Tammy Annis Arts ,Reporte11 . nalism Program is aware of the 
mediocrity which it has produced. 
The New Hampshire and its edito-
rial staff are called upon frrst to 
dismiss Mr. Robert from the staff. 
Second, a full apology should fol-
low. Finally, The New Hampshire 
should, take whatever measures 
necessary to restore whatever 
semblance of crajibility and integ-
rity which_ it carried on this cam-
pus. Otherwise, we regretably look 
forward to more letters from Neo-















News Briefs Editor 








Blaise T. Mosse 
Ed Sawyer 
Brian White_ 
Kim Armstrong Sean Carroll 
Jonathan Arthur Matthew Gross 
lshi Burdett . - J. W. Morss 
Jolene Dadah" John Turner 
Birger Dahl Sports Reporters 
Laura Deome Philij:>, Astrachan · 
John Doherty Chris Benecick . 
Heather Grant Frank Bonsai 
Mike Guilbault Gfenn Hauser . 
Ellen Harris Jeff Novotny 
Tracy Henzel - Liiso Reimann 
stephanie Igoe Lisa Sandford 
stocy Kendall Toby Trotman 
Joanne Marino Rick Yager 
Susan McCaiter Cartoonists 
Neon McCarthy _Jeff Harris 
Eileen McEleny John Hirtle 
Lynn Meizano Kurt Krebs 
SOroh Merrigan Dick Sawyer 
John Roberts Copy Editois 
Ally Schade 
· Marjorie Smith 
JohnZiomek 
LauroDeame 
Ellen Harris · 
Kristen Waelde 
-\ \ 
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University , Forum 
Breaking down cultural baniers . _ . 
, · · · by Scott R. Daniels 
Every . year Smith Hall International organized into FOUR sub-committees. The international. stude11ts. First. not everyone 
Cent-er (SHIC) must go before the Student International Fiesta is organized into EIGIIT who Jives in Smith · is an international 
Senate to reapply for exemption form the sub-committees. This type of organization student. One third of Smifl+ residents are ·"' 
housinglotteryundertheauspices'ofspecial needs experienced leaders with an inkling international students while the other two 
interest housing;• Each year we are faced as to how to go through the labyrinth of thirds are American Students. Secondly, 
with sgme nµsperceptions. SHIC's theme univ.ersity · bureaucracy. Generally, Smith's involvement in the ,University is 
proposal will be· brought up for review on underclassmen develop into leaders by extensive and visible. In conjunction with 
November 19. Thus, in an effort to thwart working with upperclassmen who reside rin Scott,Halt Smith WO!} the Banner Contest · 
these misperceptions, I thought that it Smith. Thus without the upperclassmen , and Spirit Contest during Homecoming. In · 
would be appropriate to let the University the qu.ality-or even the existence-of addition Smith participates in rec-sports. 
Community know who we are, what we try cultural. programs would be injeopardy. It S:i:nith won the men's intramural volleyball 
to provide for the University, and how you should also be noted that upperclassmen championship last semester and just 
· can become -involved. · · not living up to the expectations of Smith recently won the men's intramural soccer 
Smith Hall International Center is a are screened-out. This eliminates those championship. IndividuaJs of Smith 
residence hall whose residents are all who do not do their share to promote the -compete in varsity sports including men's 
members of the Smith Hall International · aims of Smith. soccer and track. Other members are 
- Organization. Anyone can be a member of International stu-dents are not forced to . involved in various clubs including AIESC, 
the Smith Hall International Organization live in Smith. They may choose to live Students for a Free South Africa, Students 
(SHIO). To live in Smith Hall International anywhere on or off campus. Srrµth is not a For Choice, GAIA, Fencing, .Crew, Model 
Center one must either be placed in Smith repress:ive regime holding international U.N., Sailing, Outingciub, Cool-aid, College 
Hall as a freshman or apply to live in SHIC captives·. but some people have voiced that Republicans, Drama Club, The NH Notables, -~. 
and go through a screening process. The the university would pe better _off if the · anp the list goes on. / 
difference- between SHIC arid SHIO is not a . international students were dispersed It you would like to get involved in the 
great one but_ important. I refer to them amongst the other dorms. To do ·that, Smith Hall International Organization,jµst 
both by the commonly known title: "Smith.,, · however, would be to destroy the cultural stop by Smith Hall and ·ask someone what 
,Each year' we put on the Inte~ational programming that Smith provides the · is going on and mention that you would like 
Food "Luncheon in the fall and · the University. The organization of cultural to get involved. We can always find 
International Fiesta .in ~J}.e spring. In .n-i· eventswou~d beimpossi~leiftheproximity something for you to do. · Also, our Hall · 
addition to - these events Smith puts on . of SHIO members-facilitated by the SHIC _,Council meetings are every Tuesday at ,-.- -···-~ 
Culture Nights. Culture Nights are lottery exemption-were to be eliminated. 8pm. Ifyou would like to.live in the Smith . 
organized by a group of residents and are In sum, the Smith. Hall International Hall International Center next semester 
often assisted by the " language clubs. Organization and the -Smith Hall pickup~napplicationattheHallDirector's 
Culture Nights are evenings where a single .International Center (and the lottery apartment. Don't forget: International Food 
culture is pres~nted and discussed. These · exemption that goes with it) are Luncheon is Friday from 11am until2pmat 
presentations often include a slide show,· interdependent.' Thus, as lorig as the SmithHall. Theinternationalcuisineshould • 
foods apd music indigenous to the particular University has a commitment to cultural certainly prove to be a desirable alternative 
culture; and question and answer sessions. diversity- and cultural education, Smith to the dining halls! . - / 
Our latest Culture Night :was a very Hall must remain lottery exempt. 
successful · Russian Night which was Another misp·erception is that Smith Scott R. Daniels is the president of Smith 
sponsored by PFO and the Slavic Honor residents are a bunch of reclusive Hall. · 
Society. 'SHIC also plays host to speakers. 
·· . On September 18, Congressman Chuck 
Douglas spoke at Smith on the topic of 
international -affairs. All these events are 
open to the University, so look for notices ih 
~ ~~~!~~:ie~~:i~:~:~~n!: Vi !i i11111111E4111~ lllill■lll~l- ■11 141111 :•:•:•:•:• ··:•:•:::::;:•:•:;:•:·:·:·:·:•:·:·:·:·:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:•:•:·:·:·:::-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: -:-:.:-:-:-:,:-:-:-:,:-:-:-::;:;.;-:-:-:-:•:::.·-: :-:·:·:-:-:-:-:•:·:·:·:·:-:•:-:,:-·-;.:,:,:•:·:•:·:-:-:-:•:·:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:::•:::•::!•:•::::::::::::::;:::::;:::;::~:::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::•:•·•:•··· ·.·.· 
. }~!~:nru:::t~t:P~-n~~=:i::r:~=:~ · ••11111111111a~lil111■■111ll«~lilill.illr.li11 
we sel_!. out fast! .. 
It has been brought to our attention 
that . when the Smith Hall International 
Center's thepie is brought to the Student 
Senate, it often experiences some resistance. 
This is understandable. Commuter 
Senators, for example, may wonder why 
they should nave· to pay rent and struggle 
for park!ng spaces as victims of the housing 
lottery. I must assure them however that to 
provide the cultural programs mentioned 
above requires niuch W'Ork dedication time :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::??}>}>>>!\ >?)\:\ ·.·.·.·.·.·.· .·.·.·.· .·.·. ·.·.·. ·.·.·.·. 
and experience. This, latt~r quality i~ the ........ <:::::::::::::i:::::::::::::::::: :::/:7}:i:> fj):\)j\m):f: :HU:)//)} 
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/ THU·RSDAY 
7 a~d 9:30 pm ·_· 
' ' ' -~, 
· -_ 'A,huinorous look · 
at falling in love. 





-Come to laug_h ... ■ aCome to learn!! 
. 'An excitingly zany presentation _ --
about SEX and SAFE _ PRACTI.CE-
-
Wednesday, Nov 15 ·. 
, 7PM · 
. c . ·· $2 students · · $4 natl-students · 
-
· Granite State Room, _MUB·, 
,c , · · . and Billy Crystal 
, ' 
$1 students $2 non~students-. ·_ 
Strafford Rm·. . MUB 
' , ' 
And on Friday and Saturday . .-... 
ANGEL HEART __ 
7_.anq 9:30 _p_m 
Strafford ·Rm. ,· 
( , -
/ 
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Arts and Entertainment 
·Flesh for .Lulu: 
... Plastic, but not ~o Fant~stic 
Flesh for Lulu 
Plastic Fantastic 
· Capitol/Beggar's Banquet . 
by Sean Carroll 
Not quite what you'd 
expect, looking at them. These 
guys look like the poseurs Love· 
and Rockets seem to have 
becoine, ~I "oh.so tough" new 
leathers-and mascara (oh such 
·provocative ·gender-benders, 
gosh). At least Flesh for Lulu 
(pictured below) have a sense 
of humor-about.it; the album 
,. has a _ perhaps slightly self 
mocking disclaimer on it that 
the big haired boys in this band 
"use ozone friendly hair 
products." Beyorid the band's 
kind of, silly look, the album 
has some fairly straightforward 
' rock and roll on it. Nothing 
like you might expect, Flesh 
for· Lulu is the kind of music 
you_could bring home to mom 
and dad if you · wanted to, for 
the most parb Mostly it is safe, 
simple rock/pop; a little better 
than the average. 
Plastic Fantastic ha,s a fair 
variety ·of soQ.gs, , but the best 
are definitely the fast and 
simple rock ones, · notably the 
opening track "Decline and 
Fall," which introduces the 
group's main philosopliy_and 
songwriting concern, 
(sub)urban ~qualor "Freeway 
killer- and lost souls/Gang war 
iii the barrio/Child whores of 
the Golden state/ And you can 
own a real fine home /Drowning 
in suburbia, you•;e gone." This 
theme ofhorror and blind greed 
surfaces now and them 
throughout the album. ·"House 
· of Cards," the next best cut on 
the album is about someone 
"growing up on dog food in th·e 
land of milk and honey;" the 
song is sl9w and vaguely 
western feeling. Kind of nice. 
All this makes Flesh for 
Lulu sound like a group of 
ang'st ridden Bonas or 
something silly like that. 
Unfortunately there are all to 
-few really lyrically interesting 
songs on Plas.tic Fantastic. The 
bulk of the sorigs are just 
pleasantly mindless enough 
that they might just-be aimed 
at crossover into the mindlessly 
pleasant world of top -forty. 
Flesh for Lulu had }heir first 
:real taste o( that kind of 
exposure with "I go crazy"from 
the Some Kind of Wonderful 
sou:i:1dtra:ck. While there are a . 
few more really interesting fast 
tracks, the rest of the ~bum 
meznders slowly through some 
simple minded stuff lhat has 
an okay ,sound put is really 
just: fluff, plain and simple. 
Onc:e in a while they really do 
it rlght. but then something • 
_goe:; seriously wrong like the 
amazingly stupid .. Stupid Qn 
the street" which uses surfer , 
"What's up dude" talk half 
. mockingly and completely · 
poiptlessly'. 
' Although unashamedly 
pandering to the pop markets, 
Plastic Fantastic· contains 
enough pure-rock and roll in it 
to save the worst songs . from 
total silliness; in the best songs 
it shines through for some 
bright moments. The album 
isn't great but it might be worth 
checking out, if you are a Flesh 
forLulufan; if not, waitawhile, 
some of this album will 
probably get some commercial 
• or MJV airplay, if it hasn't 
already. 
Suzi Landolp~ presents Hot, Sexy and- Sq/er. See pg 
20 for details. - \ 
-
Film .examines 
! . . . . . . . 
South Africa· 
by Marc A. Mamigonian problem. _ . 
A Dry White Season is a Sutherland gets thrust 
largely admirable ftlm about into things when his black , 
tlle education of a South gardener's son is arrested f~r 
Africanmaninwhatapartheid participating , in a 
really means. The -film is demonstration; in fact, he is 
effective and moving in all of killed by the police. The father, 
. the ways bne w:ould expect; with Sutherland's assistance, 
this is also its greatest flaw. tries to_fmd out the truth; he is 
Not to beat the same old drum,_ then arrested, tortured, and 
but A Dry White Season _ is a killed. Sutherland 'helps the _ 
good -ftlm, but one which_ is gardener'swiietotakethecase 
coldlymanipulativeandheavy- to court; she is represented by 
h~nded in ways·that it almost Brando(whohasreachedgirth 
cannofavoid. But I get ahead - _ofWellesianproportioris), who 
or'myself. ts . known for his Hberal 
A Dry ' White Season is leanings; They lose the case. 
~tten-and directed byEuzhan Sutherland's involvement 
.Paley; a SOuth~rican woman, in the-case causes him tc;> lose . 
and it features a fine cast which his job, his wife, and his blissful 
_ includes Donald Sutherland, ignorance. Once he knows the 
as a · well-off white South truth, he ·cannot go _on living 
African (you thougf!t, perhaps, with it, unlike · his vaguely · 
he played a Bantu?), Janet sinisterandGennanicwifewho 
Suzman, as his 'wife, Jurgen is quite honest about her 
"Das Boot" -Prochnow, · as an prejudice; "It's us or ·them," 
evil police investig;JJor, Zakes she tells her husband. All the 
Mokae -as a black "freedom · while, Mokae is leading 
fighter" (there must~ a: better Sutherland deeper and deeper 
term, but be~ with me), and into the freedom movement, 
Marlon Brando as a barrister and the police, led by the 
with integrity. definitely Germanic- and 
Like last _ year's fine A undeniably sinister Prochnow, 
World Apart, the . film is a are dosing in on them.' , 
chronicle of one person's So, what's the point? 
growing awareness of the Ra~ism is bad. Apartheid is 
situation in South Africa. In A evil and immoral. Very valid, 
WorldApart, that person-was a · very important points. Butth,e 
young girl;- in A D,y White 'problem is tram~latlng these 
Season, it is · an . adult- , lofty ideals into gripping 
Sutherland- who is educated cinema, · and, while the film 1 
in the racist ways of his - succeeds in .holding one's 
country. This is an interesting interest . ~nd engaging one's · 
possibility, -since an adult is sympathies, 'it cannot get over 
Flesh for Lulu include Ue~ to right): Ha:ns Perrson. Derek Greening, Nick Marsh. Rocco 
Barker, and Mike Steed. )'heir new album, Plastic FC:1n_tastic. is a v~riety o_f simple rock. 
- more likely to resist . new - the fact that it is blatantly 
knowledge than a child, but tt manipul~tive. I don'.tlike-being 
does -pose an important ·manipulated,. e:ven for a good •· 
question; how did he liv~ for 40 cause. Fo:r;:tunately, ther,e . is 
oddyearswithou.tgainingsome enough good in A _Dry White 
clue: -about the treatment of Season ~o-counter the heavy 
blacks in South Afrlca? handedness/ not tlie least of .. _ 
Unfortunately, the ftlm":does · whiclf'was seeirig Brando in: . -· 1111a1■1a1■11m■11111111 -9°~ ~~~:W~~; -~-?~ ~~~.r~~:5-•",:~1:~·r:;~~)a~uo'ii ~¢il;~.://~::\.<~ \lD/;;_:t>, /' 
I • 
I ( 
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AutomCltic and .· Caridleltifid 
New· records· released by The Jesus and Mary Chain_and Ian .McCulJoch 
An example of a poor follow~up versus a promising comeback :· 
The Jesus and Mary Chain : 
- Automatic 
Warner Brothers · 
pretty clear, but that comfort~ 
ing (some say obnoxious) fuzz 
is still there. 
Lyrically: the album· is a 
by Mathew Gross terrible let down. I loved the 
.. Life means nothing/ And Chain on "Kill Surf City," their 
all things and µi nothing/ And first single, but ~t had a musi-
heaven, I think, is too close to cal force to make up for the 
hell." goofy lyrics. Automatic lacks 
Those were the opening that. The <;::hain has ·always . 
lyrics to Darklands, the.Jesus been a bit repetitive, but on 
and Macy Chain's 1987 album . this albuni they sound almost 
of existential pop angst. It was recycled. , To be fair, they do 
(~nd is) a great album, proba- attempt a few new tricks, in-
bly one _of the decades' best. eluding a song that sounds 
Unfortunately, it left the Chain. almost like - wait foF' it - rap. 
with one hell of an obstacie to But the intelligence is gone, for 
hurdle. · Could · they top the the most part. Darklands 
beauty of songs like 'About advocated "painting hate on the 
You," the jagged perfection of wall," but 1989 finds the Reid 
"Happy When It Rains"? brothers more concerned with 
Automatic, the Jesus and kicking in their television sets 
Mary Chain's new album, 9"U.V. Ray"). -
· proves that they couldn't. There are strong mo- . 
That's not to say that Auto- men ts, _of course. "Blues From 
matic isn't a worthwhile pur- A Gun~" the first single off the 
cbase; it certainly flies miles album; is one. "Between Plan-
above ilie alternative choices ets" is another. "Drop" avail-
ofpop whoredom. Butcorriing able ,on cassette ~nd CD only) 
from a band with as much tal- is a combinatiqn of acoustic 
ent as ·the Chain; it's a bit of a guitars, airy keyboards, and 
disappointment. . tremulous vocals. it's the most 
/ · "Here conies Alice" opens beautiful song on the album,. 
everything up. The bassline but it's less than two minutes 
soun<;ls suspiciously like the · long. But that's art, isn't it? 
Cars, but otheiwise it is pure ' Suggestion withoutfulfillment. 
J ·esus and Mary Chain. · For .. The highlight of the · al-
those ignorant, the Chain is a , bum is "HalfwayioCrazy."'',IUs. 
schizophrenic band. They'll yet another miraculous combi-
either :dish out cacophonous nation of the Chain's four gui-
walls of feedback .or gentle, tar chords, married to the best 
simple pop melodies - with very lyrics on the album. The Reids 
little i.n between. .Automa.tic is claim that "suicide could save 
,me" is a hark back to the grand 
. ol' days of'87. "Lovers/Tongue 
tied and tied to the tongue" is 
almost as goo<;l as "people die 
in ' their living rooms/but they 
do not need this God almighty 
gloom." But not quite as good. 
Automatic isn't bad. In a · 
bleaker pop landscape, it would 
stand out as a monument to 
diversity. But 1989 has seen 
strong releases from The C;ure, 
New Order, James, and Mor-
. rissey, and so the half-pumped 
nature of Automatic just doesJ;1't 
cut. it . . It's worth purchasing, 
but so are a number of other 
recent releases. If you must 
buy a Jesus and Mary Chain 
album, and you must if you 
really 'consider yourself hip, 
· depressed, or whatever, then 
make it Darkla,_nds. Because, 
in the end, when I want to hear 
the Chain, I'll be "going·to the 
Dark.lands/to talk in rhyme 




by Mathew Gross 
The last time I saw Ian 
McCulloch was February, 
1988, at the final Echo and the 
Bunnyman show in Boston. Be 
shook arounrd on stage liR.e a 
· child in the throes of electrocu-
tion. He spent the evening 
knocking over the stage moni-
tors and tossing his lit ciga-
rettes at Les Pattinson, the gives you a "handful of remem-
band's bassist. Large swigs of brance/ for you to sprinkle 
alcoholkeptdisappearingdown through you.r life." Which is 
his throat. I was convinced he what Ian has always given us. · 
was falling apart. When the This record, like Songs to Learn 
·band broke up soon thereafter, and Sing, will soon become a · 
I figured I'd-been right. soundtrack to my memories. -
_ Candlelaml released last The best side of the al-
week, proves I was wrong. : I.f bum, however, is hidden at the . 
Ian was falling apart, than he's end of side B. "I knowyou ~ell~ 
managed to put himself back is sad enough tb please the -
together and release a strong, sensitive among us. - - U will 
ten song solo debut. His fellow make you cry at the sight of 
Bunnymen are hardly :missed. -~ your friends. Even, more pow-
Candleland continues erful, however, is the mellow, 
right wher~ Echo and the Bun- contemplative "Start Again." , 
nymenleftoff. There are strings · Fain£, deep drums writhe with 
galore, as well as a fair amount silent keyboards as Ian whis-
of synthesizers, _a la Morrissey pers his tears through the vi~ 
on Viva Hate. But Ian has nyl. An acoustic guitar call the 
basically retained the guitar- breakofdayaslanannounces, -
based sound that was the "I woke up sad .. .-and one day/ 
Bunnymen's namesake. The 1'11 .conie around." The string 
opening track ("The Flickering section tries to support the frail · 
Wall") could easily be mistaken , singer's revelation that "noth-
for a late :E:cho song. But the ingdies/nothingeverdies." But 
familiarityisii'taweakness; it's then one looks at the album's 
a strength. Indeed, I can_'t find - cover, which reads, "In mem- · 
any major flaws in the album, oryofPete and Chris",. and.one 
although devout Bunny-heads is whisked offinto McCu1loch's~ 
may be a bit annoyed with the Land of Melancholy. Surpris- -
drum machine used on many ingly, it's quite beautiful to be , 
•of the songs. But it does allow there. , ' 
for some interesting effects, Candleland should be · 
such as the exploding bass placed high on your Christmas 
drum in ."The Cape". ·· list. There'snothingreallyrevo-
The songs without elec- lutionary going on, but who,_, · 
- tronic twangs are mµch better, · wants .revolution? . This is a 
however. ' "Proud to Fall", the · peaceful walk through familiar 
first single cut from the album, territory. Good for the body, : 
~is both musically catchy and good for the soul. Go get your 
lyrically sound. The_title track exercise. 
\ .•i 
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Close cl deal 
on an IBM PS/2 
before·the 
·. semester· closes 
• I ' • 
. 1n. on you. 
A~ 
), ' . ' 
~ '" . ' ~ . ::0-\~ 
: ~ J', . 
- , PA,GE2i . 
· Adrift in antediluvian -
architectural anomalies! 
•' -




BEFORE YOU GET INTO DEEPWATER THIS 
SEMESTER, STOP BY THE UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY 
CENTER AND CLOSE A DEAL ON A NEW IBM. 




/ .·~ ' - -~--' ' 
-------- - - ----- -. ---- - - ------~~·
R 
;:.. 
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Comics - . 
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If interested, .contact: . 
Loren Merrifield 862-4206 or 868-9827. '/' 
or Shawna For.strom 8'62-4508 ,. '· .,. 
• ':''1":' f>, \' , ' ' 
STROICH IATRIST. 
T TIME HE SEES 
HOSE DOMINOES J"US1 
G\\JE \-\\f\/\ THISHELMETI 
~ND R\FLE,'JHE 'FADING 
OF THE COLD WAR HAS 
EFT ATE"RRIBLE VOID . . 
\NSIDE HIM. \\£'LL- .· 
EEDA L010fC~RE 
T\L \--\~ FINDS · 
ROBERT PAUL BARLOW 
· MEMORIAL . PRIZE 
The; Philosophy ·Department is 
pleased to announce _p. · competion_ 
. for .the best essay ·· by an 
undergraduate •philosophy major. 
11.'\~@ IHI@llil@l1&~Il@ 
• OO@rrulln®llil~ · 
Eligibility: Essays must _be written by an under-
graduate philosophy major at UNH. 
(Students are encouraged to work 
with ,a faculty member on their 
·essays.) 
Submissions for the 1989-)990 competition 
· -~ -··ate aue'·by September 1, 1990 . 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 74, 7989 
•:universit}y Comics~ 
\ ''41 
\ti ' '°'\11 
t\ \fll 
"; lh, "'I \•' ., 
. -r' H£ 600 o· ~GGc - J mATt\~W50N + CR05 9Y 
MISTER_ BOFFO 
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You are invited to an Open 
.. House to explore career opportu-
. ' nities on Sunday, November 19, 
1989 from l:30-4:30pm in the 
Conrad Co'nference Center. · 
~ Hear about our Graduate 
Nurse Opportunities, our · 
Nursing Summer Externship 
Program and our Nursing 
·Scholarship ·Program. 
• Explore our benefit rpackage: 
• Tour our hospital. 
Refreshments· will be served. 
For more information contact: 
Personnel Services, Concord · 
Hospital, 250 Pleasant 
St., Concord, NH 033()1; 
(603) 22_s-im, ext. 3700. 
An equal opportunity employer 
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-PARENTS! ALUMNI! 
FRIENDS OF .UNH! 
Keep yourself in touch with campus events! 
. Subscribe to 
THE NEW HAMPSIRE 





the class capacities are ba-
. sically the same in the.courses. 
At the 400 level, there are 100-
200 students per class. But at 
the 500level, thereareonly25-
-40 students and at the 600 
level, only 25· students in .a 
class. It is easier for students 
to get into these courses. . · 
"We are always trying to 
evaluate how the program is 
_ developing, .. . said Montgom-
eiy. 
In respons~ to·the "imme-
diate Situation," Montgomery 
said, "there has been . an in-
crease semester by semester 
with part-time faculty. Long 
ten:n planning is more difficult. 
The demand is there. We con-
. tin~e to ~dd, butat a relati;ely 
cautious increase. 
$18 / semester 
0 F A E 
DIRECTED BY ' JOHN EDWARDS AND 
LARRY ROl3ERTSQN 
S · C H L ,. ·u 
GENERAL:- $6.00_ 
UNH STUDENTS, EMPLOYEES, 
ALUMNI, SENIORS: $5.00 
RESERVATIONS: (603) 862-2290 
s 
Roo~ 110B, MUB 
Durhalll, NH 03824 
(603) 862-1323 
NOVEMBER 10 & 11 AT 8:00 P.M. 
NOVEMBER 15 AT 10:,30 A.M. 
NovE'.M13ER 15 & 16 AT 7:00 P.M. 
NOVEMBER 17 & 18 AT 8:00 P.M. 
DINNER THEATER p ACKAGE ·AT THE 
NEW ENGLAND _CENTER RESTAURANT 
JOHNSON THEATER, PAUL CREATIVE DEPARTMENT OF THEATER 
' ARTS CENTER, DURHAM, N. H. • AND DANCE 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ~ A M P SH I R E . · 
Smith Corona presents three products that can .you can· have the ~onvenience of word processing 
help make schoolwork aca1emic. · . , features with the simplicity of a typewriter. 
The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Word Of course, the pocket-size SpeU-Right'" 300P 
· Processor is in a class by itself. It's so compact it can also comes with impeccable references. In this 
fit in the most compact dorm room. Yet, thanks to case, a built-in electronic dictionary, a thesaurus, 
features like a built-in disk drive, 100,000 character · a· calculator, even a collection of challenging 
DataDisk capacity, and a crystal clear display, it word games. · , 
. makes it easy to transform B's info .N.s. So if you're thinking Magna Cum Laude at 
For those. who prefer an electronl~ typewriter, the end of this year, :lllf.ffllE SMIITH 
the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typewriter of don't fmget to think ilJ E .. 
preference. With its 16 character display and ap- Smith Corona at the ~~~
proximately 7,000 characters of editable memory, beginning of thfs year. AT'tOURTOUCH'" 
For morc'information on these products, write to Smith Corona Corpo~ation, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840 
. or Smith Corona Canada, 440 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MlB 1Y4. . ' . 
) 
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BILL PASS ED: . 
I 
XI-49: _WUNHConcept 
Town Council Meeting: 
I 
. November 30th, 7:00pm at Oyster River High School 
Get Psyched for Winter Carnival! Do you have any ideas about what would 
make this year's extra special? If so, come share these thoughts at the next · 
CAB meeting, this Thursday, Nov. 16, at 12:30. Go to the info desk to find out 
what room i~ the MUB it will be held in~ 
FOOD FESTIVAL -This Friday,NoV. 17 at Smith Hall . . Come any time 
b~tween 11-2 and try various international food! 
L~_ncheon only $2.00 per p·erson! 
. _Having problem~ with your 1and lord? Do you want to know what your .. -. 
rights.are? ~f so, contact l_egal services in the Student ?enate Office. 
; · .. ' ,· ,t,' ,./IL.,' 
Hours are: TueS. 4pm-6pm 
·Wed.-4pm-6pm , 
Fri.· 10am~ 12:30pm 
• We'd like you to voice your concerns at the Commuter-Greek C~uncil 
· m~etings,held every Tuesday from 12:30-to 2pm in the S~nate -Office. 
. , I 
... . ; ~ 
·sMOKE O:UT thi_~-Thursday! Try to. give up smoking for the day! 
Sexuality Week: . November 12th-17th 
· Tues.day: 




· Carroll Room, 
MUB, -12:30 







Beyond Gender: A 
Positive Focus on 
Female Sexuality 
Carroll Room, MUB, 
12:00 noon 
Hot, Sexy, and Safer 
Granite State Room, 
MUB,7:90pm 
Students $2, 




Survivors of . 
Incest 
Carroll Room, MUB, · 
10:00am 
A.I.D.S. Teleconference 
Channel 11 Studio · 
12:00 noon- AIDS 101 
. °'ii.. 
·workshop 
1:00pin- AIDS in College . 
Community · 





· Relationships _ ~ 
Carroll Room, 
MUB, 12:00 noon 
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FOR SALE -MUST SELL · 
1986 Ka~asaki NINJA 600R, 
· 21,500 Miles 
' Runs exc~lle;:1t, oil changed every 
1,500 miles 
Vance & Hines· exhausf, Req,White 
· camouflage clothing, field jackets, 
boots, overcoats, hoods, flyers, 
· coveralls, snow camo Thurs.; Fri., 
Sat., 12:00-5:00 p.m. , Rte. 4 
Northwood Ridge 942-!:,378 
1983 Renault Alliance, 4 spd, new 
tires, brakes; clutch. Excellent 
interior/ exterior. Engine needs 
& Blue· 
· ·Asking $1,200 or Best 
431=4951 
' some work. B.O. Call eves. 432-
offer. 
No answer,--leave meEsage 
AIRLINE TICKET. .LEAVING 
BOSTON NOV. 22 AT 2:45 P.M. 
FINAL DESTINATION 
ALBEQERQUE, NEW MEXICO 
TIIROUGH DENVER RETURNING 
NOV 26 LATE. FOR MORE 
IN.FORMATION CALL·, 742-3599 
AFTER 6:00 P.M. 
50 watt technic receiver exc, cond. 
Dual Technic 'tape deck. $350 or 
B.O. Paul 868-7265 
1981 VW SHIRROCCO, - white w / . 
black + grey int. AM/FM 
CASSETTE W / SONY-SPEAKERS. 
5 spd. PS, PB, excellent condition. -
Call Chris 862-4145. 
Real occasion from person leaving 
the country! 1985 Ford Escort, 
four doors, hatchback, automatic, 
49,800 miles, good winter and 
summer tires, AM-FM stereo, no 
rust, very good condition, worth 
$3,500 - b~stoffer -Any time 603-
436-6826 
2840, 
FEMALE NEED TO SUBLET APf 
IN THE' .COOPS FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER. APT FULLY 
FURNISHED WITH KITCHEN & 
FULL BATH & DECK. CALL 
HEATHER AT 868- 1236. 
FEMALE WANTED! For Spring 
semester and/or summer fn 
Newmarket house. Low rent at 
$205/month plus utilities. ·cable 
1V, roomy, on Coast bus route. No 
pets or smokers. Call Leslie or Abi , 
at 659-2386. 
Apartment! For &pring .semester. 
Above Sub Stop. Reasonable rent. 
A must see. Call 868-7533 Jerry 
or Chris: Sublease 
Beautiful Apt. for second sem. w/ 
w carpeting, w/d, 'dishwasher, 
deck, yard, private. 1 rm in 3 rm 
d1iplex. Worth the $300/mo rent. 
8 min from UNH in Lee. Call 659-
5942. 
Super-Sirrgle Waterbed for sale: 
53x86 inches, dark wood frame, ROOMMMATE NEEDED - FOR -
-brown eushioned side panels, plain SPRING SEMESTER . Would share 
headboard 9.inches high connected · Doverduplexwith 2 other students. 
to frame, full flotation mattress Non Smoker; Quiet -:md Homey. 
plus- heater. Asking $ 200, cali _ $200 a month includes electricity. 
Judy ~t 749_1069_ , Call Bethany 742-7503 
'84 HONDA CRX. AM-FM 
CASSETTE, AIR, NEW ENGINE, 
NO RUST, LOW MILEAGE, MUST 
SELL.:. GOING OVERSEAS, $3500, 
CALL 868-3216 , 
198l. HONDA CIVIC AM-FM 
CASSETTE 79,500 MILES NEW 
BRAKES/MUFFLER $950 JEFF 
778-2607 NIGHTS 332-5800 DAY 
MALE WANTEDII Hou~iRg 
available spring semester in 2 
bedroom apartment to share with 
a studious roommate. Please call 
7 43-0906, leave mes~age. 
NEWMARKET 2 BR, $480 per 
month includes _ heat, off-street 
parking and . is on tp,e Kari-van. · 
Please call 868-2281. 
Roommate wantcil to share two-
1983 DODGE OMNI - newmuffi~r. bedroom Cape in Lee (n;ar UNH); 
new radiator; 4 speed, AM/FM 
radio, some~rust, high mileage but $400.00 per month plus 1/2 
r_eliable. $450 or B.O. 742-2558 . · utilities. Ca4 ev~nings 659-7078. 
ALPINE CAR- 20watts per channel 
amplifier and equalizer. Used only 
3 months, like new, $75 or B.O. 
Call ·7 43-3572 
Mattress and ·Box Spring - Cheap 
place t_o sleep. Full size in fair 
condition only $50 or B.O. for the 
. set. Call 7 43-3572 
1984 SUBARU STATION WAGON. 
GL-10. MOSfOPTIONS. ,NO RUST. -
SPOTLESS INTERIOR GREAT 
CONDITION. $4,000 EVEN OR 
BEST . . MUST SEE. 868-5122. 
Apt. for rent in . Durham. Clean, 
well-kept and very close to campus. 
room for one female, non-smoker. 
Please call Kim at 868-5311 
. ' 
Roommate, Port·smouth, non 
smoker, non smoker, .no pets, clean, 
responsible, student or professional 
for in-town roomy home on Karivan. 
Call foi;- details ,after 5:00, 436-
0688 
,, -
Walk tq classes•. Share house with 
four awesome guys. $245 a month 
- includes hot water. Avail. spring 
semester. Call 868-6413. · 
868-2458 
The area's leading show stable is 
hiring and can schedule hours per 
student needs. CALL DENNIS OR 
~UC HELE 7 42-3377 
"MAKE E~Y HOLIDAY MONEY" 
Earn $500 for every 100 envelopes 
stuffed. -Send a self-address.eel 
stamped envelope to: "EASY 
MONEY" PO box 642311 Chicago, 
IL 60664-2311 
Help - I need a tutor immediately 
for LMT 772- La':\7: of Rec. Please 
call Sue at 86.8-9942. Willing to 
pay. ~ 
"ATT~NTION: EARN MONEY 
READINGBOOKSI" $32,000/year 
income potential. Details. (1) '602~ 
83'8-88$5 ext. BK 18587 
. Looking for a fraternity, sorority or 
student organization that would 
like to make $500-$1, 000-for a one 
week on-campus marketing 
project. Must be organized and 
hardworking. Call Elizabeth or 
Myra at (800) 592~2121 
■ SAND 
PA R I S 
PARIS BASED COMPANY 
LOOKING FOR 
SPECIAL PEOPLE TO SELL 
, PERFUME,, MAKE $$$ and 
HAVE FUN! -
For information and 
FREE samples ca ll 
1 -776-6150 (9am to 5pm) 
1-776-6044 (Eveflings) 
ask for Karen or Diane .. 
French Perfume · 
.: Factory Direct 
so you save 40% to 80% 
over equivalent 
department store prices! · 
Super Cnristmas Gift Sets. 
. CALL NOW!! 
SAVE & EARN· 
ADMINISTRATION MAJORS, Earn 
, $16-20,000 a year at a great local 
company. This internship is a 
must! Call field · experienc~ 862: 
1184 
Job #89113 
CHEMISTRY MAJORS - LOOK! 
Your opportunity has arrived. A 
greatintemshipwithexcellentpay . . 
Call Fie1d Experience 862-1184. 
Job #89102A 
Honda Accord $965.oo .AIR 
CONDITIONING, NEW BRAKES, 
GOOD BODY, EXTRA TIRES 742-
5197 eves 
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 16, 1989 EARN $2,000 - $4,000 
'84-GMC s-15 pickup, standard 
tffi:ns, 4 cyl, 64k miles, just tuned, 
AM/FM cassette $2500 -868-
2322 ' -
2 BEDROOM HOME NEAR NIPPO Searc-hing for employment that 
GOLF COURSE IN BARRINGTON permits working your 
12 MILES TO UNH own hours,- but , still challenging 
BEAUTIFUL VIEWS enough for your 
FULL B.ATH/FAMILY ROOM/ . entrepreneuriar skills?- M~p.ge· 
DECK/SHOP programs for Fortune 5_00 
WASHER/DRYER.DISHWASHER, Companies. Earn $2,000 to 
· RANGE, REFER . $4,000. ' 
EXPOSED BEAM CEILING & LOFT · Call 1-800-932-0528, ext. 11. Ideal 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, 
Professional Qua:lity, , very 
reasonable prices, spelling 
accuracy included. Call Margaret 
Moran, 742-2037, Dover. -
Word Processing for your resume, 
reports, documentation, 
manuscripts, thesis, etc. 
Experienced, efficient, reasonable 
rate, quick-return. Call Flash 
Fingers (Janet Boyle), 659-3578. 
Professional typing services I High 
quality work at reasonable -rate. 
For a copy ofa priee list, please call · 
Kris at 742-1515 . 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, 
Professional Quality, very 
reasonable prices, spelling 
accuracy included. Call Margru:et 
Moran, 742-2037, Dover. 
WORD PROCESSINGr Services 
include resumes, papers, reports, 
desktop· publishing, mailing lists/ 
labels, transcription. Quality 
guar:anteed. Student discq__unts 
,plus l0%>off fornewdients. Pickup 
and delivecy·available. Call Cindy 
Get into self-defense and exercise 
at HWANG'S SCHOOL OF 
TAEKWON-DO 42MainSt. Dov~r. 
7 43-6500. Call now for special 
semester rates. 
WRITING-RESEARCH-EDITING 
Versatile, expert staff. 
Fast service, reasonable rates. 
800-331-9783/ ext. , 888 -
PROFESSIONAL TYPING - for 
students and professors. $1.25/ 
page. Pick up and delivery in 
Durham available. - Call Jo-Anne 
at 332-6162. 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, 
'Professional quality, . very 
, reasonable pric.es, spelling 
' accui:a,cy inclyded. Call Margaret 
Moran, 742-2037 . . -
· Pro(essional Word Processing, 
Resume Writing, . Editing and 
Writing Services. Discount rates 
for students. AH.H Executives 
692-5369 7 days/wk. 
BARRINGTON MOTHER or 2 
LOOKING FOR INFANT OF 
TODDLER TO CARE FOR I,N HER . 
PERFUME, MAKE$$$ AND HAVE 
FUNI· For information' and FREE 
samples call I -776-6150 (9 ain to 5 
pm), I-776-6044 (Evenings) ask, 
for Karen or Diane. · 
To My Favorite Astronaut: 
-Hope you had a' good 
birthday! You sure iooked good in 
your birthday suit!...,( I especially 
liked the accessories. Definitely not ' 
from K-Martl) , 
Love, . Sniffle~ 
DESPERATELY SEEKING ·. A 
PLATFORM TENNIS COURT. 
PUBLIC OR PRIVATE. ANY WILL 
no:· CALLANDREWAT659-7735. 
REWARD. 
3 furnished single rooms available 
for Spring Semester on Madbury 
Road-. Parking and Laundry"' 
facilities available. Please call 868-
5106 
Renee: Hope your 21st Birthday 
was "memorable,· although I doubt _ 
it! I love you! - sue B. 
Fulfill your foreign food fantasies. 
Where? Smith Hall. We'll be waiting 
for you. . 
Tired of boring burgers? Petrified · 
pizza?? Try food ;from all around 
the world I Where? Smith Hall. Fri. · 
Nov. 17-. 11-' 2 pm 111 
Stillings gotcha illin'? Huddleston 
gotcha heavin( Philbroo}c gotcha,,· 
fed up??'IIow about some exciting 
internat,ional cuisine - courtesy of ,; 
- Smith Hall?? Ywµ, yum ... 
STU, YOU'RE LOOKING GOOD. 
· UNH spii_ng Break to Montego Bay, _ 
Jamaica come party! Call Renee or 
J{irstin 868-2177 
LOOKING FOR A CHANGE OF 
ATMOSPHERE WHY_NOT LNE IN 
THE COOPS! GREAT LOCATION, 
FULLY - FURNISHED APT WITII .· 
FULL BATII AND DECK ON TI-IE 
SECOND F'LOOR HEAT ALSO 
· INCLUDED. RENT NEGOTIABLE 
TO ANY INTERESTED, FEMALE. 
CALL HEATHER 868- 1236 
. MR HORMONE, 
ONLY 180 DAYS LEFT 
UNTIL MAY, GOOD LUCK! 
BRIGHT, SUNNYHOME- FULLOR JULIE T . . 
PART TIME__:10 MIN. FROM 
CAMPUS. _ALL NECESSARY . · HAPPY. BIRI'HDAYI YOU'RE AN 
FURNITURE FURNISHED. CALL INCREDIBLELITfLESISTER GET 
PSYCHED: I AM Ill MUCH LOVE, 
664~5501 DAYS. . YOUR : 
LOSE A CAT? FOUNp a grey, 6 
. month year old well trained cat in 
the horse barns. If yours, call 868-
9710 or 868-5557, as for Cheryl or 
Sue. · 
Lostlll Navy Blue Vuarnet 
Sunglasses. If you're a good person,_ 
you'll return them. REWARDIII 
NO QUESTIONS! John 868-2990, 
225-6320 COLLECT. 
KD BIG SIS . 
CLP - ,MY OLD NEMIESIS, 
WE· MEET AGAIN. 
BUT THIS TIME THE -
ADVANTAGE IS MINE. 




6 weeks-left, what are you worried ·· 
about? It's about time you mixed 
BUSINESS with PLEASUREII 
LET'S SCOOP! 1981 Datsun Wagon. Go0d 
running condition -- 32 MPG on WOOD/COAL/ ELECTRIC HEAT for grad students. Love,LustyBedWert<;handWench. 
WELL INSULATED ------------ LOST: 'green wool pullover jacket _ highway . . Passes inspection. No · 
work needed. $600, Ron335-3613 6 MO LEASE &825.00/MO EXCELLENT SUMMER & with "Nichols" wiittenon the back TO AS,SISTANT COACH M. B. -
SORRY NO PETS CARREER OPPORTIJNITIES now in.white lettering. Call Birger 862- . CUTE SMJLE. 
i~1~:::~~~2E: ■llli'lll~l,ID ·i~!tE:~~~:•E:~~r ;::ND, Jean )acket fo~nd .~- ~~E~s. - _ l· 
431 -00~7. EQUESTRIAN OPPORTUNITIES: . Parks and Camps. For more classroom, Ham~lton Smith two SWEET GUY. . ; ;"'::·, 
.'"' }; ---,,. ,,._ 0 ~~··, •• ~·•-·,-~"" ··'-''''•'"~""WQRKINO,.SIU,DEWfYACANClES .. info~mati~_n and an application; . weeks ~go. Call 862-4208 room ~ED?I?? } f:> 
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To· the tall, dark and handsome 
guy who works at Stillings: Want to . 
go fu the computer cluster this 
weekend? 
and tu~ 21. I'm a poet & you. on Crossdressing and 
· didn't know it. Let's do Bost:Qnl ·rransexualism will be given-on 
Keep smilil'l" looser November 15, 6:00, Conant :to 1. 
------------- -, Come listen! . HAPPY BELAT£D 
.BJRTHDAY, Love ya, Guess who? 
PHI MU ALL YOU CAN EAT 
SPAGHETfI DINNER Sunday Nov. 
19 from 4-6.< Tickets ONLY $3.50 
bought ahead or $4.00 at door. 
Contact a pledge or the House at 
868-9710 i . 
~ SISTERS + PLEDGES: 
I LOVE YOUI YOU'RE THE. 
BEST .... AND .... YOU KNOW 
HOW TO HAVE FUNi 
TIFFANY 
CATHY - OINKI OINKI HI BIO SIS 
. . . WHEN CAN WE GO FOR 
MIDNIGHT MUNCHIES? I WANf 
MY CHAMPAGNE! , THANX FOR 
BEING SO . SWEETI I LUV YAI 
TIFFANY•· 
KA KA KA . KA ·IQ · KA KA 
Tiff arty Ryder: I'm so psyched you 're 
my little sisterll Be prepared _for 
fun times to come. Oink Oink! I 
Love your Big 
Sis: Cathy -
Terri-Are you sure it was his ankle 
and not his thigh? From the Busch 
Haters. 
Tq the turd who dicked my 
roommate over: First, she was too 
good for you in the first ·· place. 
Second, I know you lasted 7 
seconds. Third you suck c-k in 
helll 
To my incredibly awesome friends: 
Debbie, Paula,; Linda, Denise, 
Michelle . R, Maris ~nd Marigeu -
Thanks for making my homecoming 
exciting and bearable. You guys 
are definitely the best. IC lives. 
love+ hugs+ kisses Chris 
D.ebbie White is cute ... yup, she's 
definitely cutell 
WANTTO 
FREE TRIPS, CASH, 
INTENSIVE FUN II 
Student sun/ ski tour operator 




Where can you get great food cheap? . 
At the PHI MU ALL YOU CAN EAT 
SPAGHETfl DIN~R Sunday Nov. · 
19 from 4-61 
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY MO 
MO! Lov~,· your roomies . and the 
mustard house. 
· Bob, thanks for washing your feet 
before you went to bed. We would 
' have died by asphyiation if you 
didn't, and thats not a good way to 
go. But next time; empty the tub. 
So you want to be FAMOUS?!? 
Come to Open Mike · Night at the 
Devine Niche on November 17th. If 
you're interested in performing or 
just helping organize future Coffee 
Houses please call AmySkinder at 
862-2148 or stop by at Randall 
Hall Apt. 131. 
ADOPTION: Educated farmcouple 
. offe,Fs your newborn love, stability, 
wonderful life. Expenses pafd. Call 
colleet. Susan and Alan 802-592-
3384 
PREGNANT? MAY WE ADOPT 
YOURBABY?Couplewith 15years 
of marriage, one child, $ secure, 
large country home. P.O. Box 31 
Franklin, NH 03235 
Professional Word Processing for 
your reports, docu,mentation, 
manuscripts, thesis, etc. 
Experienced; efficient, reasonable 
rates, quick-return. Call Flash 
Fingers (Janet Boyle), 659-3578. -
Bob and Kim. Where did you two 
go at 4 am anyway? · 
HELP: · . Investigative reporter 
interested in talking to students 
about forced group sex on campus._ 
All call will be kept confidential. 
Please call collect. (212) 580-5115. 
FREE NEWSPAPERS! BUNDLES . 
+ BUNDLES to be 'giveri aw.ayl If 
you need some or ean help us -,., 
please call The New Hampshire @ 
862-1323. . 
Adoption: Vermont family. (UNH 
alumni) with 2 adopted children 
offers love, laughter and security 
to your infant. We long to complete 
our family. Can we help each 
· other? Call Mruy and Paul collect 
at (802) 375-2507 · 
Walk to classes. Share house with 
four awesome guys. $:i45 a month. 
includes "heat" Avail. · Spring 
Semester. call 868-641~ 
·congratulations Keny K., .' 
"' You'll do an awesome job. 
You're so coooll 
We love you, 
.,_ STUDIOUS MALE ROOMMATE 
WANTED FORSPRIN.G SEMESTER 
TO SHARE. 2 · BEDROOM 
APARTMENT. FOR INFO CALL 
743-0906. 
Erfand Kar 
Hey - BUNYON, FIORE, GEERY & 
BRADY 
So you think you are pretty cool 
"Big Sisters", well prove it! Be at 
.APt A4 equipped with: one old, · 
clean, red shoe, box of band-aids, 
4 garbage bags, a stylish bathing 
suit, the ace of spaces and and 
open mind (and mouth!) See you 
a:t 7:00 Nov 16 SHARP! All of our 
love, Em, Chaput, Tr:fsha & Jen 
WE HOPE YOU HAD A GREAT 
BIRTHDAY MO. SORRY THIS IS 
SO LATEI , 
To the· 2 faithful female patrons of 
Nicks; · 
If you enjoyed my shower show& . 
my towelipgtechniqtie, you should 
see some -of my other techniques. 
Make sure you are _there for my 
next show. By the way, who are 
you? You know me. 
Embarassed 
ITALIAN, 
OR SHOULD I SAY LEGS? 
Cooking was great, and racketball 
, was fun. I wish you cou_ld huny 
Whoever stole the poster stand for 
the New Hampshire's distribution 
stand in the MUB - please return it! 
We need it backl- No questions 
asked. Ple¥e return to rm 11 OB. 
So yeah, where -were you tw9 
anyway???HUH?'?? What was so 
important at four in the morning? 
.Yes, its another fun and free evening 
of entertainment at the Devine 
Niche C~ffee Housel Friday, 
November · 17 We will have an 
OPENMIKENIGHT. Youcanco~e 
and be entertained or entertain 
yourself. If interested in performing 
please call Amy Skinder at 862-
2148. 
Shannon Flaherty - Hope you 
enjoyed the weekend. You're the 
best big sister! I love ya and Alpha 
Phi -Love Wendie 
Hey Jefe & the 6th, you guys ~id 
GREAT! Semi-Finals Here You 
Come! I'll be there! With Lo_ye, . 
Your Fan Amyl 
A presentation and open discussion 
Terri'-- Beware of strange men's 
ankles in the big city. Or was that 
his ankle? 
And Tony· rode off into the sunset 
. on his horae-like duck. The end. 
A FREE GIFf JUST FOR CALLING 
PLUS RAISE UPTO $1,700.00 IN . 
ONLY lQDAYSIII Studentgroups, 
fraternities + sororities needed fo 
marketing project on campus. Fo 
details plus a FREE G1Ff, grou 
officers call 1.:.800-950-84 72 E 
40. , 
Do you want a new place to stud 
Check out Huddleston's stud 
ioungel , · · · 
Can • you never . study when yo 
want to? Are you n<rver getting an 
sleep? Check out Huddleston fo 
next seinesterl It's a great place t 
livel 
Bobby - Happy belated birthday, 
sweetheart! (sony the first messag 
didn ·t get inl) 
I love you - Michele 
· y, Let's share an apple. K 
· to the guy on the Harley-Davidso 
(Sportster?) that I saw last Monda 
in front of the Dairy Bar aroun 
noon. I want to, meet you. Pleas 
writeJulie, - Durham P.o; Box 78 
(and no, it was not Wade, I alread 
know him) 
MOBIFF! 
Love, Jules, Sue., o ·ee, .. 
Kimmy,Jen, & T. 
. For a future offering excellent professional and financial p'otential, 
the smart choice isADP. If you're graduating soon with a . 
Bad1elor's degree, you can get siarted with the #1 independent coffiputin;;;;ny~ . 
. f'rO#aJJI .· . 
· This structured development 
· program gives you the training and product 
knowledge necessary to become an intelligent and confident sales pro-
fessional. You'll learR about lead development, support. and post-
sales functions. What's. more, you'll be part of a. respected .corpora-
tion that's achieved record revenues and earnings- for the 40th 
consecutive year. Made the m~hthly New York Stock Exchange 
''Top 50" list for more than 180 months. And is ran\{ed # 15 in 
market -value on Fortune 500!• list of s.ervice companies. 
To learn more about this valuable training program, please 
call Lisa Guder at (617) 890-2500 (ext. 5H2) for more 
information. ' 
S- Automatic Data Processing, Inc., 225 Second Avenue, 
,In .the Jllanyyears I've known _you,, Waltham, MA 02254. An equal opportunity employer~ 
yo,µ've alway~ looked upon thelll.---•-----•-----------------1 
world with the eyes of a child; ful 
of wonder and . trust. When yo 
looked into my own eyes with thos 
.. d~p blue~ and asked me to ma 
yob.~ I diqn't know what to say. Le 
me hold you close and let you kno 
that I've never wanted anything a 
· mµch as I want this. 
I do. 
Laura- Thanks for' stQpping ove 
last night at 2:30 arpl It wa 
awesome to see you since I wouldn' 
have otherwise. · Ready· for a fu 
weekend with Alice and Michael · 
Let'~ hope Mummy and . Dadd 
approve! ( and forget the Eato 
lame-OS llke Matt L .) Oh, thank 
for poking me in the ·eye alsol 1 
' . -Cambells soup boy 
'Seriously Karen, Andrea and Rita. 
Are yqu still alive? ,Ifyou·are, yo 
at~ all jerks. HO HQ HO. No onl 
kidd1ng. Will I see you befor 
graduation????????_????????????_ 
And baby fishmou,th is · swe_epin 
the nation? No I don't think so. 
Stu, you are really looking good.' 
W .~ H . ·p· lk ' p ·.ty91 I.~ e re avmg a o a or . . · 
Hear the l hour special that will be heard on up to 350 
National Public Radio stations across the Country! 
Produced right here in the New Hampshire St3acoast! 
Sat., Nov. rs, 9:00am-10:30am · · · 
-n:,urs., Nov. 30, 10:00pm-1 l:00pm 
YANKEE FORECASTS 
Due~to this c"olum~'s,. 
unprece~ented success, (luck) so fa:r 
this f ootbali season, and because this 
Friday will be the column's last 
'stab' at ·'prediction,s' for 1989, the 
following will' be added: "As-
previously noted, if this column 
'misses'more than two games, $200 
will be _given to UNH Athletics!" 
In addition, we will add $50 more 
if we fail to pick the c_orrect winne·r 
in the UNH-U MASS finale in 
Amh~rst on the .18th. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1989 
'.', 
NEED TO GET .A 
MESSAGE OUTTO ·. 
THEUNH 
COMMUNITY? 
well, The New Hampshire 
is the best place to start! 
::::::: :::c ... , ,', 
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LEARNillm · 
. BARTENDING 
: EARN EXTRA INCOM.EOR· · 
•· land a goodsummerjob 
. ·. GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT 
-MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL li'S 
EASY AND FUN .. TEL. (603) 659- 3718 
CALL -- MASTER.·, BARTENDER SCHOOL OR WRITE IIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHUIIHIIIIIIIHIIIIIHIIIHIUU 
TODAY 84 Main Street 
Newmarket, N.-H. 03857 
"It seem~ _like¼endell knows everything" 
A~tually he gets a fot ot his . 
· · //answers fr~m the NYNE~ ; 
f - Student Directory 
What time. does the_ library close? 
1s a slice of pizza a balanced _meal? Who is· the 
head -of the philosophy department? And why? 
Life . is full of questions. 
Luckily the NYNEX Student Directory · 
is full of answers. 
No wonder this book has b~come re-
quired reading. It's got all the handy ·; 
facts y.ou need around campus. Like 
friends' numbers, university offices 
artd off-campus apartn:ient listings . . 
_ Not to mention the important 
things; vacation schedules, special offerings 
for students and Yellow Pages for everything 
from pizz~ to parachutes. 
So pick up yo,ur_ copy of the NYNEX 
Student Directory when it arrives. It's got all the 
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Icernen dr~p 
two to Badgers 
Wisconsin undefeated 
against UNH, 13-0 
By Brian Brady · 
When was the last time 
the UNH Wildcat Hockey Team 
beat the University o!'Wiscon- . 
sif;l HockeyTeam? Never. 0-11. 
y After a lost weekend in 
the never, never land of Madi-
son, Wisconson, the streak, 
which now is ·o - 13, still re-
mains as Wisconsin man-
handled the 'Cats twice, 8-1 
and 7-3. 
Wisconsin's Don Granato in 
the' final minute of-play made 
the final 8-1. 
I 
Wisconsin opened· the 
scoring in the first period of the 
second game on a power play 
goalbyGa:ryShuckukat 11:33. 
Instead of letting the game get 
away from them though; the · 
'Cats came back and tied the 
game on David Aiken's first 
goal of the season at 2:53 of.the 
second period. Greg Klym · as-
sisted on · the goal. ·· 
The downfall for the ice-
men over the weekend was the 
third period ofboth games. With 
both games still within reach 
going· into the third period, 
....._ ________________ - _______________ ___. · Wisconsin, which is ranked 
The Badgers countered by 
netting two quick goals on 
goaltender Pat Morrison (25 -
saves) just 35 seconds apart at 
9: 14 and 9:49 of the period to 
give them a 3-1 lead. 
- Shenn Beatty. Tom Joy. and wm Tychsen dug down deep to-stop the URI Rams in their tracks 
in Saturday's victory (Mike Pamham photo). 




Week Of: Nov. 14th 
PRESENTED 
BY Name; Tim Byrne 
Sport; Football 
H A Y D E N 




·. New Hampshire Conerback Tim Byrn 
, Wins Gold Hemet-
University of New Hampshire senior 
cornerback Tim Byrne has be~n named-
the winner of the Coca-Cola Gold Helmet, 
significant of the outstanding 
p~rformance in.New England. Byrne was 
also named Yankee Cohference an -
co-ECAC defensive player-of;the-week. 
Byrne, of Colwyn, Pa., picked off three· 
-.passes and recovered a fumble to lead 
1JN1I to a 25-0 win over Rhode Island. It 
was the seventh straight win for the , 
Wildcats. Byrne recovered a fumble at 
the URI 18, which led to a Wildcat score. 
His first interception came in the end 
zone, his second came at the UNH 15, 
preserving the shutout. The Wildcats 
.limited URI to 167 yards rushing, and 62 
yards passing. The Rams ·completedjust 
eight of 35. passes. 
t ook for the ,;Athlete of the Week" every - :,: ,• ,:.,, 
-· .. . . ,TIJ,~sc!ay, .(?~LY in-the New H(!mpsp~r_e~ ... -._ ._.. _, .,_ ,_._,. ~ 
fourth in the count:iy in hockey, 
went on the attack and turned 
them into laughers w1th five 
third period tallies in the first 
game and three in the secon~ 
game. 
"I twas a tough weekend," 
-conceded .coach Bob Kullen. 
"The frustrating thing is to play 
two good periods both nights 
and then give tip all those goals 
in the third period· of both 
games." 
Joe Flanagan brought the 
'Cats to within a goal with a 
power play goal at 15:41 of the -
second to 'make the score 3-2. 
But that was as dose as the 
'Cats would come to upsettittg 
the Badgers as Wisconsin took 
control of the game again on a 
late second period goal by Doug 
Mac'Donald · and three third 
· period goals. 
· Though poor perform- . 
ances in the third period of the 
series did lead to the downfall, 
Kullen knew the primary rea:: 
son for the · losses was that 
Wisconsin was clearly the bet-
ter team. 
"That wasn't a 7-3 game," 
Kullen said. "It's 4-2 with 11 
minutes left and we are scrap-
ping and coming close to scor-
ing the · goal that would make 
the score,4-3, and then they 
scor~ goals five, s~ and seven.". 
_"We got beat by a very 
good team that is playing well 
and with a great de_al of confi-
dence," he said. "At thi~ point 
in our season we did not dis-
play the offense necessary to 
give. them a challenge for a 60 
minute game." 
In the first game Friday 
night, a ca pacify crowd of8, 644 
Badger faithfuls watched UNH . 
goaltender Pat Sztunri (33 saves 
for the night)· shut the · home 
team down .in the first period. 
But the Badgers came back in 
the second period with three 
unanswered goals by Sean Hill 
(5:28), John Parker (15: 58), and 
Steve Rohlik (18:29). 
Matters only got worse 
for·szterm·and the tats when 
W,iscorisiµ , scored · f~ur more 
unanswered goals in · the third 
period before senior'defensman 
Chris Grassie scored the first 
UNH goal at 16:51, to cut the 
Badger lead to 7-1 . A goal by 
Grassie scored his sec-
ond goal in two nights ·and his 
second of the year at 18:55 of 
the-third to make the final 7-3, 
Wisc<>nsin. 
Even though Kullen did 
not want to make any excuses 
for the losses, he did realize 
that playingwithoutrightWings 
Chris Winnes (b;rok~n ankle) 
and:Savo Mitrovic (dee-p thigh 
bruise) hampered the team's 
offensive output significantly. , 
"I don't think you can 
judge our team bec;ause· this is 
not the team you'll see 'in Janu-
. a:ry,"Kullensaid. "Weare miss- . 
ing our two t(?p right wings. We 
would have been happy with a 
split." , 
· ', With thetr·recotd now' at 
· 2-3 (l-0 in· m>ckey, East),:· the . 
hockey te~m wµl ·1:rav~f to Bos-
ton University for ~.l'7:00 Wed-
nesday night game before re-, 
turning home for a game 
against Northeastern Saturday 
night. 
I •to _ Join the EAST C(?AST~DIRECT 
--T NETWORK today and _receive · 
brochures describing how your friends 
· and associates can get' name brand 
AUDI(?/VIDEOproducts at g_reat, discount 
prices~ Tq j9in_~he ECD N~tw:ork Call ,(508) 
.. 634-8844 or Write to: EAST_ COAST . 
DIRECT, P.O. :f?ox 694, Mifford,_Ma. 01749 
_ Rec Sports Results 
Soccer Champions 
Men's major: Lambda Chi ·Mealtime 
Men's minor: Smith Internationals 
Women's: Christensen . 
Co-R~c Bowling 
1. UNH Alleycats 
K ·2-. Acacia-· 
3. HUD Pins 
Co-Re~ Volleyball _ 
1., O.C. Good Guys 
2. UAC Untouchables 
3. Stoke Volleyball Bµffs 
The 'Cats looked sharp. dogging the moves of the Icelandic 
tea~ (Mike Pamham photo). · · 
PAGE31 
Rob Spittel had an outstanding game on Saturday. reaching personal season highs with eight 
catches and 85 yards .receiving (Mike Parnham photo). 
I-
FOOTBALL 
continued from p. 32 · 
The Wlldcats caught a . -
big break to set up their sec- I' . 
_ ond score. A Dwayne Gordon 
- punti,.was fuinble.cLby. . the , . 
Ram'~ Chris Pierce and ·cat 
cornetback Tim Byrne · 
pounced on it at the URI 18., 
It took only 29 seconds 
and two plays, a Carr to Spit-
tel · 11-y~d. pass and a , seven 
yard touchdown run by Ford, 
to give the,.!C_ats a 13-0 advan-
tage. 
· In the second quarter, 
the Rams put together an im-
pressive- drive, controlling the 
ball for nearly 10 minutes. 
The 18 play drive,. in which 
the Rams got as close as the 
UNH 12, finallystalledwhena 
Kevin Neville pass was ' tipped 
by Wildcat linebacker Will 
. Tychsen and intercepted by 
Byrne in the end zone. 
In the first half, the 
Ram's ability to move the ball 
was keyed by tailback dirts 
Poirer. At halftime he had al-
ready gained 64 yards on 13 · 
carries. Many of his yards were 
coming pn a play ip which he 
ran toward the line, then 
quickly broke outside for good , 
yardage. -
The Wildcats made the 
needed adjustments at 
halftime and held Poirer to 19 
yards in the second half. 
"We were over-pursuing 
in the first half," said Bowes. 
"We were thinking it was an 
· inside play, and when he'd 
break outside, there would be 
nobody there. In the second 
half, the guys responsible for front constantly . pressured 
outside zones took care of that back-up quarterbacks Steve 
play.• Monaco and Steve Holland. The 
,, ~ _The second half developed ,, twopas$Cda combined l 7times 
into a turnover-fest. Each team in the fourth quarter, complet-
gave the ball away on tum- Ing three passes · to Wildcat 
overs five, times in the second d~fenders ~d two to Ram re-
half. ceivers. 
Byrne, who had threeintercep- "lsawtwoditferentgames 
tlons (two on Upped balls) and . out there today," said Rhode 
· a fumble recovezy s~d. "I think Island coach Bob Griffin. "In · 
today we were just in the right the first half we played hard. In 
place a the right time." the second half, I don't know 
With five minutes gone in what happened." 
the third quarter, Wildcat coi-- By the fourth quarter, 
nerbackRyanJones was in the UNH was resting its starters 
· right place at that particular for next weeks game! The re-
tlme, and as a result set up the serves, including back-up 
offense in great field position. quarterback Matt Griffin, 
On: second down from his played most of the fourth quar-
own four, Neville' decided. to ter. 
pass his way out the hole. In- · "We're already thinking 
stead, he made a poor pass, aboutUMassalot,"saidBeatty. 
which Jones picked off at the , 1bey beat us last year 64-42. 
13-yard line. 1 We're not 'going to let that 
1\vo plays later, Carr hit happen again. We're going. to 
a wide open Peny in the end come out with fire coming out 
zone from 12 yards away to ~four noses." 
make if 19-0. ."We've had games (in the 
Chris Braune hauled in a past years) where we had to 
Carr pass at the URI 15, (he come up with a big win and we 
broke a tackle and dove into didn't qo it. The UMass game 
the · end zone for his UNH rec- means, a lot to us," admitted , · 
ord-breaking 24th career Spittel. 
touchdown catch) to complete 1bey have nothing · to 
a 25-yard scoring strike to give lose, and we have everything to 
UNH a 25-0 lead with 1 :51 left gain," added Ford. "We're going 
in the third quarter. The game to go out and play hard. We'd 
·was over for · all · intents and like to get revenge from last 
purposes. · year." 
The fowth quart~r alone "It would be nice to get a 
s3:w six turnovers, but neither big victory and sit back and see 
team could score. what happens," ~d Jones. 
The Wildcat defensive 
[ Write sports! Call 862-1490 ) 
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Seorts 
UNH, hOOpsters capture 
win from Icelandi-c 
Olympic Team, 82~63 
Height plays a key Jactor in 'Cats favor 
By ~eith Rogers 
The UNH men's basket~ . 
ball team underfrrstyearcoach, 
•· \ Jim Boylan, opened the '89-90 
basketball s~ason with an 82-
63 exhibition win over the Ice-:-
landic Olympic Team. \ 
Although . !t would be 
. l-AA National· Rankings 
1. Georgia Southen:i 10-0 · 
2. Furman 9-1 
3. Stephen F. Austin 9-1 
4. Holy Cross· 9-1 · 
4. Idaho 8-2 
6. Montana -9-2 
7. Appalacliian State 8-2 
8. Maine 9-2. 
9. South Western Missouri State 
10. Eastern Kentucky 8-2 
. 11. William and Mary 7-2-1 
12. Middle T~nn.esse State 7:.3-· 
13. Yale · 8~ 1 
1_4. Grambling 8-.2 
15. We.stern Kentucky 6-4 
_ 16. UNH 7-2 . 
17. · Yo_ungstown State 8-3 
18. ' Northern Illinois 7-3 
19. Alcorn State 7-2_ 
20. Boise _State 6-:4 , 
/, 
8-2 
There will be 16 teains in the l-AA tournament. The 
· tournament field will be picked. Sunday, after the weekend 
games. 
-tough to compare the Icelandic 
team with some of UNH's fµ-
•ture tournament oppon~nts 
such ~s Providence College, the 
University of Alabama ate~-
mi_ngham, and Long Beach 
State,-UNH beat a team who, · 
the next night, proceeded the 
knock off Northeastern, one of 
the favorites to. win the North 
Atlantic Conference. 
UNH was led by return-
. ing letterman .Eric Thielan .(25 
points and 21 rebounds) and 
freshman Pat Manor (22 points 
and seven rebounds), while· 
Iceland was paced byannQunc- · 
iri.gnightmares Gtijon Skulason 
'Cats· pouriC~ on 
'URI RamS/·25-0 
, (16 points) and Gµomunder 
Bragason (12). 
The 'Cats started oµt 
· slowly in.the first half, trailing 
- by five points three minutes 
into the game, btit then their 
superior height advantage 
began to take it's toll. , Keith 
Carpenter and Pat Manor hit 
'on respective layups to set the 
tempo for the rest of the game. 
-UNH took the lead with 13~28 . 
to go in the fl-tst half and never · 
- relinquished it. · 
. The hometown team out · 
- - rebounded the Icelandic squad · 
60-37 and out shot their oppo-
hent 42% to 32% from the field. 
The Icelandic team looked 
to the outside shot for most.of 
the game due to UNH's height . 
advap.tage and ·converted on 
only six of 20 field goal at-
tempts from three point land. 
The Iceland team was no.t 
' without it's inside chances 
however. But they failed . fo 
convert on many easy fast l:>r'fuk 
. ~pportunities. UNH coach Jim 
· Boylan believed that this was 
one of the this was one of the 
keys to the game. 
· "I thought our team had 
some bright spots, but our 
defensive transition was quite 
poor and fortunately for us, the · 
other team didn't make the easy 
shots," said Boylan. 
_ Manor·s exceptional play . 
came as no surprise to Boylan. 
- "Pat's played'well in prac-
tice, and we knew if given ~e 
- opportunity to play in a game 
situation, he would continue 
, to play"' up to his potential," 
said Boylap. 
One of the major ques-
tions concerning this year's 
hoop team is how well _ are the 
veteran players responding to 
the change in · coaching . p~i-
losophy between former coach 
Geny Friel and new coach 
Boylan. 
, Boylan believes that the 
team is coming along nicely, 
but they are not yet where they 
need to be as far as learning 
J!eW ~ffens~s and defenses and 
· UNH wins seventh straight · 
e ~n (Mike Pamham photo) . . ·. 
. running them with complete 
effectiveness. · 
_ .. It's like having a whole 
team of freshman," he · said. 
"It's a painstakif!g process to 
get people to go the way we . 
want them to go." 
UNH's · next game is 
against tourney host Provi-
dence College in the Fleet Clas-
sic on Friday November 24. 
Providence is a member of the 
powerful Big East conference . 
and will be ~n extremely tough 
opponent for -the Wildcats. 
: ·ey Jeff Novotny - · ·- 8$ . yards receiving were both 
At times their play was personal season highs. 
lackadaisical. At other times; it "Each week a· different 
was downright sloppy• But the receiver steps forward · for us 
Wildcats· of. New Hampshire and has a big day;" said UNH 
played well enough to knock off · head coach Bill Bowes. "Today, 
the Rhode Island Rams, 25-0, Rob .had a great . day getting 
Saturday at Cowell Stadium to open and niakirig the catches." 
keep the playoff quest alive. · "Rob made a lot of great 
· The win >extended the · reads out there today," said 
·cats winning streak to seven UNH quarterback Mark Carr. 
- gamesandkeptalivetheirquest "He had one of the best games 
.of gaining a bid to the Division I've ever seen a tight e:r:id have." 
1-AA playoffs. The Wildcats 'Tm not going to try to 
_haven't been in post-sea,son take away passes from the big 
play since the 1976 teaµi won play guys like . (Chris) Braune · 
the Yankee Conference cham- . and (John)Peny," said the 6'3", 
pionship. 240 pound~tight end ... I'm sat-
Saturday, it was~ coqibi- · isfied with the 10 yarders and 
nation of big-play defense and the first downs." · 
a hard-nosed offense that en- . For Ford, it was his fifth ..... 
abled the 'Cilts to easily handle straight game .over I 00 yar~s ' 
the 3: 7 Rams. The defense rushing . 
. forced eight turnovers an~ held "We just look to get Nonu 
three URI quarterbacks to 62 a gap and he~n ~pop right 
net yards passing. through it," said Spittel. · "He 
Last week, Villanova runs so hard all. the time: He 
drove· inside . the UNH 20-yard · never lets up." . 
line five times and didn'tscore, The Wildcats took the 
a touchdown. This ~eek, the opening. kickoff and ,in busi-
·· ·c~t de,fense ·stopped the Rams ness-like fashion .drove 63 
from scoring a single point af- yards in ~ 1 plays for an early 7- ' · 
ter URI had the ball inside the o lead. Carr (17-31, 236 yards, 
UNH 20 on three occasi<;ms. two ID's) completed four out of 
"We playa bend but don't five passes Qil' the drive.:'Ford 
break defense," said UNH , wentuntouchedaroundleftend 
noseguard Sherm l;leatty. -rhe from the one-yard .line for .the 
more yards they get on us, the touchdown. 
more fired up we get." "After we scored, I had a sense 
.. On offense, tight e?d Rob' we might let up, thinking that 
Spittel, a quiet but solid per- thisteamwasapushover,"~id 
former-all year, c~ught eight Carr. "So I tried to keep us up, 
passes for 8_5 yards. Tailback keep us going to avoid a let-
Norm Ford contributed 105 down. And we played pretty 
yard~· o:q 28 carries and scored well~" · 
two touchdowns. . FOOTBALL, ·p.3 l 
, , , , . Spittel'seight~atchesand . 
